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Come and join us!
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EU-Geschäftsstelle Wirtschaft und Berufsbildung
der Bezirksregierung Köln

Europe Remains our Issue

Not only schools but also the EU-Geschäftsstelle (EU-GES) develops further!
Our initiative 10% strategy achieved first success so that we could honor nine
Vocational Colleges with the 10%-certificate in the administrative district
of Cologne. 2017 further schools will be added in the series of certificated
schools. Europe remains extremely important and interesting for our students
and teachers – so please gather new ideas of the experienced schools that
will be presented on the following pages. But first of all the EU-GES will report
some interesting news and activities. As you can see in this report our schools
are very motivated and engaged in supporting the European idea. In 2015 we
could honor nine of them with the 10%-certificate as they send at least 10%
of their students abroad. In 2017 more colleges will follow this great example.
That is your success! But not only student mobilities are enjoying great
popularity, also programmes for teachers and trainers are part of our new
mobility application. That establishes a basis for new contacts across borders
and a great European network in the vocational training system. Based on
good experiences a fruitful exchange can broaden one’s mind and bring
Europe closer together. Moreover we applied successfully for the MobilityCharta which facilitates the application procedure and helps us to support
you more and more in your European activities. Perhaps this could also
be an option for you if you are part of the 10%-schools! If you need any
information on that issue do not hesitate to ask! In addition to our own and the
support of your mobility projects we were dealing with the comparability and
recognition of acquired competences abroad. Together with our European
partners we have done a lot of preparatory work in order to facilitate the
implementation of mobilities. In our projects THEME and IT:BSE we developed
competence matrices for different vocational fields. With the help of these
matrices the description and measurability of activities abroad become much
more uncomplicated, as well as the planning and valuation of their quality. The
already existing matrices build a useful basis to develop matrices for further
vocational fields. Furthermore the database that was developed in the THEME
project simplifies the organization of internships abroad (www.theme-eu.net).
We are very proud of the ECVET-label that we received in 2015 as it emphasizes the quality of our work and motivates us to keep going! We hope that you
get new ideas by reading the following pages and that we can continue our
cooperation and support of your great engagement!
Cordially

Team of the EU-Geschäftsstelle
(European Agency for Vocational Education and Training
of the Cologne Government Regional Office)

The EU-GES initiated the socalled
10%-certificate for vocational
colleges, awarding those having
sent 10% of their trainees abroad
to spend an internship on another
European country
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Contact

Dr. Folene Nannen-Gethmann
Phone: 02 21 / 147-2361
folene.nannen@brk.nrw.de
Stefan Homeyer
Phone: 02 21 / 1 47-3346
stefan.homeyer@brk.nrw.de
Christiane Nehen
Phone: 02 21 / 1 47-2671
christiane.nehen@brk.nrw.de
Thorsten Noelle
Phone: 02 21 / 147-2388
thorsten.noelle@brk.nrw.de
Sven Peters
Phone: 02 21 / 1 47-3769
sven-peters@brk.nrw.de
Till Piontek
Phone: 02 21 / 1 47-3375
till.piontek@brk.nrw.de
Christa Slooten
Phone: 02 21 / 147-2516
christa.slooten@brk.nrw.de

Bezirksregierung Köln (Cologne Government Regional Office)
Department 4: Schools, Education
Section 45: EU-Geschäftsstelle Wirtschaft und Berufsbildung
(European Agency for Vocational Education and Training)
Zeughausstraße 2-10
50667 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 1 47-2045
Fax: 02 21 / 147-3370
www.brk.nrw.de/europa
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Berufskolleg für Wirtschaft und Verwaltung, Aachen,
StädteRegion Aachen

European Activities

The advance of globalization, in which jobs are more and more defined as
international affairs, leads to new requirements with regard to qualities of
applicants. Companies are increasingly searching for employees with European
Qualifications. We are trying to meet these requirements with multiple study
programmes.

Euregio-Compentences in Industrial Study Programmes
As a center of the Euregio Maas-Rhein (EMR), it is our major interest to familiarize our students with the Dutch and Belgian market. As a result, the additional
qualification Euregio-Competences has been a consistent part of our educational
offers in industrial studies. Students are given the opportunity to receive
advanced knowledge in foreign languges, intercultural compentences and
branch-related Euregional expertise. An internship abroad is an integral
element of these additional qualifications and will be implemented in Frenchspeaking Belgium. Cooperating companies have mostly been enterprises,
related to local educational establishments.

International Business
In 2015, we started cooperations with two new partner schools: the Lycée
Pierre Bayle in Sedan (FR) and the Institut Montserrat Roig in Terrassa near
Barcelona (ES). Both schools offer international education for secondary
school graduates, which requires temporary employment abroad. On a first visit
in November 2015, our French colleagues became acquainted with our skilloriented teaching methods in industrial studies, as well as the educational
environment at our Berufskolleg für Wirtschaft und Verwaltung (BWV). During
our return visit in December, we experienced the way our French partners
operate in the Section Commerce International. It was interesting, that our
common Spanish partner participated as a supportive guest teacher. This
school year, a joint multi-day training in France will be carried out. Our goal is,
however, to not only intensify the cooperation between colleagues but to furthermore give trainees the opportunity to find internships in Aachen, Sedan and
Terrassa. The first step was made by a student of Lycée Pierre Bayle, who
worked for a major shipping company in Aachen (DE) from May until July 2016.
First French ventures are now awaiting our apprentices.

Students and apprentices of the
Berufskolleg für Wirtschaft und
Verwaltung spend their internships
all over Europe not only within the
Euregio Maas-Rhein
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Study Program Retail
Especially for our future sellers and retail merchants, the contact with our Dutch
and Belgian neighbors is an everyday experience. Our interest is not restricted
to overcoming language barriers and learning about international pecularities.
It furthermore lies in the operating methods of our neighboring countries.

Study Program Law: eTwinning Quality Label
About 80 vocational students from Zürich (CH), Gent (BE) and Aachen (DE)
have jointly been working on the eTwinning-Project „Forgive us our Debts“
for over a year. In addition to the economic and legal aspects of personal
bankruptcy, religious aspects were discussed as well. This resulted in a close
cooperation in the fields of religous education, general economics, law, word
processing and accounting. In April 2015 our lawyers‘ and notaries‘ assistants
had the opportunity to personally get to know their partners in Aachen (DE) and
work on their project in trilateral groups. Our students were rewarded with the
eTwinning Quality Label.

Contact

Berufskolleg für Wirtschaft und Verwaltung
Lothringerstraße 10
52062 Aachen
Phone: 02 41 / 4 74 60-0
Fax: 02 41 / 4 74 60-35
eMail: info@bwv-aachen.de
www.bwv-aachen.de
EU-Coordinators
Andrea Berks & Natascha Wolter (eTwinning-Representative)
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Berufskolleg für Gestaltung und Technik, Aachen,
StädteRegion Aachen

A Warm Welcome to Europe and Its Friends!

For several years Europe has been an on-going issue within all departments of
the Berufskolleg für Gestaltung und Technik (BK GuT). With steady success
and enhancing experience we are able to offer a growing number of students a
period of training abroad. Since 2015 our project MobiCoach enables financial
support for these periods. The number of visiting students and colleagues is
increasing.

Gathering Experiences Abroad
In February 2016 two apprentices of the printing department went to Iceland
and gathered excellent experiences within the company and the country. In
April 2016 five prospective technical design assistants spent a training period
in Milan (IT). They developed the concept as well as the design for an on-site
food guide. The aim: offering future exchange students a variety of choices for
good and affordable food. Aalborg (DK) was the destination for 18 information
technology assistants. They took part in a three-week micro controlling training
course. In Aalborg they were hosted in a student hostel and could experience a
comprehensive cultural programme during their leisure time.

Sharing Experiences – Developing Partnerships
Cultural exchange as well as becoming acquainted with foreign methods and operating principles are our major issues . Nevertheless –
sightseeing and getting to know trainees and people of the partner countries
are important aspects, too. Recently more and more training companies
within the German Dual System participated in the MobiCoach project
and sent their apprentices and trainees abroad or receive trainees from
other European countries. The BK GuT acts as a partner, finds suitable companies and sometimes provides mentorship to foreign students. In
April 2016 we hosted different groups of teachers form Italy and Denmark,
Turkey and Iceland. The visit of the Italian group in Aachen (DE) was part of
the project ICT-Challenges, focussing on the implementation of digital media
into the learning process. In the same month a Danish group from Aalborg
came to develop our cooperation. Teachers in Denmark do have the exchange
as a single work task and therefore have very good experience. The exchange
of good-practice and visits to training companies in the Dual System were
interesting. Personal contacts are crucial for the development of successful
partnerships.

Apprentices of various
professions and their training
companies appreciate the
opportunities of interEuropean internships
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Another Component: Strategic Partnerships
Since 2015 the BK GuT is a member of a strategic partnership project. In
cooperation with the EU-Geschäftsstelle der Bezirksregierung Köln (EU-GES)
this partnership comprises five countries dealing with the topic of virtual
mobility: Belgium, France, Germany, Portugal, and Slovenia. All partners
contribute different experiences into the project named eMova.

eMova: Virtual Mobility for Apprenticeship, aims at implementing virtual
mobility before a geographic mobility takes place. Digital tools and learning
sequences enable potential partners to prepare the exchange, and to introduce
partner institutions for future cooperation.

For us, learning in Europe is learning for the future – for both, students and
teachers.

Contact

Berufskolleg für Gestaltung und Technik
Neuköllner Straße 15
52068 Aachen
Phone: 02 41 / 9 58 81-0
Fax: 02 41 / 96 22 33
eMail: infogut@berufskolleg-aachen.de
www.berufskolleg-aachen.de/bkgut
EU-Coordinators
Christiane Nehen, Christiane Schweres & Timo Vasta
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Käthe-Kollwitz-Schule, Aachen,
StädteRegion Aachen

Ahoj Prag! Bonjour Rouen!

A Legendary Exchange – an Erasmus+ Project
Following this motto students of childcare work of Prague (CZ) and Aachen
(DE) worked on legends of both towns and choose suitable ones for the project.
These should play at typical places in Prague and Aachen. The students
adapted the texts into a new form for pre- and primary school children in
both languages with an English summary. The students developed additional
didactical material in order to work with the legends in pre- and primary
schools in their respective partner towns. All materials were developed in
cooperation and gathered in a manual. The students had the idea to present their
results on an own website: www.praach.de. Another idea was to record audios
of the legends‘ texts in various languages since some of the participating
students came from other home countries than the Czech Republic and
Germany. Audios in German, Czech, Turkish and Swedish will be presented on
the website, too. The audios and the homepage are still in progress. During the
project meetings (April 3rd till April 9th, 2016) intercultural tandems were built
in order to test the materials. The students visited pre- and primary schools
in both cities and presented their adapted legends including the didactical
materials. They tested, evaluated and improved it. This practical experience
was of great value for both sides because the systems and their pedagogical
approach were very different and the students had many issues to discuss.
Fears that there could be problems with the children because of the different
languages could be pushed aside. The participating students took a basic
course in Czech and German; they used gestures and mimic to communicate.
Very soon they started to speak their own native language with the children.
The children instinctively understood what they were supposed to do and
some even did not want to believe that the language they were listening to was
not their own. In the second year students will choose one of their legends
and work out a stage play which is going to be performed for pre- and primary
school children in Prague and Aachen.

Cooking unites young future
French and German chefs

Wer hat schon einmal den Teufel gesehen? Wie sieht er denn aus? Worauf
wartet der Teufel im Aachener Dom?
Und, worauf wartet der Teufel auf der
Prager Karlsbrücke? Die Antwort ist
einfach, finde all dies heraus mit …

Kdoužněkdyvidělnějakéhočerta?
Jakasitakovýčertvypadá? Na co
čeká v Cášskémchrámu? A na co v
Prazena Karlověmostě? Odpověď
je jednoduchá, najdiji v …

Who has ever seen the devil? And,
how does the devil look like? What
is the devil waiting for in the Aachen
Cathedral? And, what is he waiting
for on the Prague Charles Bridge?
The answer is easy, find out about
all that with . . .
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Exchange Program for Apprentices in France
More than a thousand times teachers have heard the sentence „May I just go
to the restroom?” How about something different? Just ask your teachers the
following question:“May I just go to France?” To France? Yes, you read it right:
FRANCE. And not just for a short stay, but well planned and for some weeks.
In cooperation with IHK Aachen (Chamber of Commerce and Industry) and the
vocational college Institut des Formations en Alternance (IFA) Marcel Sauvage,
(Rouen, FR) Käthe-Kollwitz-Schule in Aachen (DE) organizes such an exchange
programme for chef apprentices and hotel and restaurant management trainees. They will work for about two weeks in a French partner restaurant and get
to know the theoretical and practical offers of IFA in Rouen. For this Erasmus
project it is necessary that you are in your second or third year of apprenticeship, that your employer at your home restaurant agrees to it and that your
marks at school are good enough. „For offering and organizing such a training
stay abroad you definitely need a good and reliable partner which we have
now found in IFA Marcel Sauvage”, Monika Büth-Niehr, headmaster of KKS,
describes and promotes this exchange programme. Some of the responsible
German teachers, employers and trainers and representatives of the
chamber of commerce (IHK) were in Rouen to find out and make sure that
the exchange trainees are well taken care of. Apart from that they
produced, showed and offered some typical Aachen specialities like
„Sauerbraten” (marinated beef) and Öcher Karlswurst (Charlemagne
sausage) poached in Cidre at the Fete du Ventre, the annual culinary
highlight in Rouen. „It was a real delight for everybody”, Gabi Heinrichs, one of
the teachers, said. So, dear apprentices, now you know what to ask: each of
your teachers will give you any information and advice you need.

Contact

Käthe-Kollwitz-Schule, Berufskolleg der StädteRegion Aachen
Bayernallee 6
52066 Aachen
Phonefon: +49-241-609450
Phonefax: +49-241-604548
eMail: info@kks-aachen.de
www.kks-aachen.de
EU-Coordinator
Birgit Werner
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Mies-van-der-Rohe-Schule, Aachen,
StädteRegion Aachen and
Berufskolleg für Technik, Düren, Kreis Düren
Group Internships with the
Support of the Franco-German Office

The two vocational colleges of technology in Düren (DE) (Berufskolleg für
Technik/BKT) and in Aachen (DE) (Mies-van-der-Rohe-Schule/MvdR) allow
trainees of the training courses for electronic technicians for industrial engineering
and system electronics and trainees of the training courses for automotive
mechatronics and product designers interesting insights into the mainly school
organized vocational education at its new partner schools in Paris (FR) (Lycée
Professionnel Louis Amand) and Reims (FR) (Lycée Saint Jean-Baptiste de la
Salle) beginning in 2017.
First eight trainees from Paris and Reims will take part in a one-week tandem
language course in Aachen and Düren in spring 2017. During the course they will
have the opportunity to explore regional characteristics. Then the French trainees
will accompany their German exchange partners at their training company for
two weeks. In a second step the German trainees will go to France in autumn 2017
meeting their French tandem partners again. While they are staying in France
they will continue the tandem language course for one week before they will
accompany the French partners during their daily training routine.
During their exchange the trainees are accommodated in a youth hostel. They are
joined by their teachers and instructors.
The Franco-German Office (Deutsch-Französisches Sekretariat/DFS) covers the
expenditures for transportation, language course and accommodation. It also offers language support during the exchange. The trainees will have the opportunity to get to know the professional routine in another country, meeting new people
and learn something about their customs and traditions.
Together with our trainees and their training companies we are looking forward to
these new experiences.

From the Eifel to the Eiffel Tower –
vocational training in the shadow
of the Eiffel Tower. The crowning of
vocational training – internships in
the historical coronation cities of
Aix-la-Chapelle/Aachen and Reims
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Contact

Berufskolleg für Technik Düren
Nideggener Str. 43
52349 Düren
Phonefon: +49 (0)2421 9540-0
Phonefax: +49 (0)2421 58139
eMail: bk-technik-dn@t-online.de
www.bkt-dueren.de
EU-Coordinator
Stephan Nießen

Contact

Mies-van-der-Rohe-Schule,
Berufskolleg für Technik in der StädteRegion Aachen
Neuköllner Str. 17
52068 Aachen
Phone: 02 41 / 16 08-0
Fax: 02 41 / 16 08-222
eMail: sekretariat@mies-van-der-rohe-schule.de
www.mies-van-der-rohe-schule.de
EU-Coordinator
Martin Weins
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Paul-Julius-Reuter-Berufskolleg, Aachen,
StädteRegion Aachen

Learning Across Borders

The Paul-Julius-Reuter-Berufskolleg (PJR BK) is located in the heart of Aachen
(DE), right in the triangle of three countries, Germany, Belgium and The Netherlands in the Euregio Maas-Rhein (EMR). Aachen is the town with which one connects the International Charlemagne Prize for the unification of Europe. Hence
our goal is to prepare young people for the challenges of living and working in an
Euregional and international environment.

Well Prepared
We do not only offer compulsory English courses but also language courses
in Dutch, Spanish, Turkish and – if requested – also Russian, taught by native
speakers. We also try to convince students of the benefits gained by staying
in other (EU) countries. Erasmus+ funding enables the students to travel
abroad for two to eight weeks’ practical training. In previous years students flew to Portugal, Spain, Malta, Turkey, Romania, France, Great Britain, Finland. However, most of the trainees undergo their practical training in the EMR and are rewarded by receiving a Euregio Certificate of
Competence after they completed their vocational training. The PJR BK also
awards
additional
KMK certificates
(Kultusministerkonferenz/KMK,
Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs
of the Länder of the Federal Republic of Germany).which certify foreign
language skills relating to their vocational training. The KMK certificate
is offered at different levels in English, French, Spanish and Dutch in the
subjects economics and administration. These certificates are also offered
to students studying tourism and to future medical and dental
assistants, for the latter only for English.

Exchanges and Projects Across Borders
We are a so-called Europaschule since December 2013. In the same year
we applied for and were granted a two year multilateral Comenius Project
with the title Experience Europe – The Potential of Intercultural Competence
in Various Educational Systems. Schools from Poland, Finland and Turkey
participated. We are also partners of educational institutions in Hasselt, Genk,
Overpelt, Ostend, Liège (BE), Kouvola and Luksia (FI), Maastricht, Kerkrade,
Hoensbroek and Amersfoort (NL), Sibiu (RO), Istanbul (TR) and in Metz (FR).
Together with some of these institutions we participated in cross-border competitions. We were awarded the Helmut-A.-Crous-history-prize for the Aachen
region. Awards are given for the best projects on the history of the region of
Aachen (DE) and the EMR. We received the prize for a documentary
film which was made in cooperation with the partner school

The Paul-Julius-Reuter-Berufskolleg takes part in many European
projects. Even Silvia Löhrmann,
Minister of Education and Training
of the State of North-Rhine
Westfalia visited one of the
college‘s presentations
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Hasselt (BE) in commemoration of the outbreak of the First World War 100
years ago. We took part in the European Week 2016 for which we were awarded a
prize, the programme was manifold. There was a meeting of the European Youth
Parliament. During the European Week a photo session took place in an
attempt to capture the expressions of individual students of the international
support classes in reaction to the sentence „Don’t say anything now”. During the
European Week we celebrated the premiere gala in the presence of Silvia
Löhrmann (Minister of Education and Training of the State of North-Rhine
Westphalia (NRW)) of our ninth euregional film Path out of Hell, which tries to
link the culture of remembrance (memories of World War I) with the culture of
welcome.
Detailed information concerning the most current activities can be found on the
internet page pjr-bk.de.

Contact

Paul-Julius-Reuter-Berufskolleg für Wirtschaft und Verwaltung
der StädteRegion Aachen
Beeckstraße 23 - 25
52062 Aachen
Phone. 02 41 / 47 46 20
Fax: 02 41 / 4 08 06
eMail: kontakt@pjr-bk.de
www.pjr-bk.de
EU-Coordinator
Griet Cordemans
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Berufskolleg Alsdorf, Alsdorf,
StädteRegion Aachen

Crossing Borders – Taking Chances –
Expanding Horizons

Transnational experiences broaden individual horizons. This occurs by comparing
familiar ideas to unfamiliar positions in a foreign environment. Getting involved
into professional and non-professional life with all its requirements within another
country – outside of familiar conditions – new courses of action, self-confidence
and self-esteem will develop and grow. Enabling as many young people as possible
to have this lasting experience within their period of training, the Berufskolleg
Alsdorf has been taking part in the programme Erasmus+ of the European Union
since 2014. Over the past two years we started a cooperation with partners
from Finland, Spain and Turkey. We were able to gain manifold experiences of
how young trainees obtain impulses for their individual professional and nonprofessional horizons during their four weeks‘ internship. These experiences
demonstrate for all parties involved that it is worth all the efforts to continue and
even become increasingly involved in engaging in these kinds of transnational
programmes, e.g.:

Spain
Two of our Spanish partner schools are located in Gran Canaria and Tenerife.
These schools organized internships for practical work placements in various
professional fields and supervised our colleagues with great commitment.
Five of our students in the ICT sector gained professional experience in different private companies and public institutions. Two students from the health
sector gained professional expertise in an international hospital. To overcome
language challenges tandem activities were initiated in which Spaniards who
were learning German and our students were linked with each other in order to
support each other in learning the respective language.

Finland
Three trainees from the ICT sector were placed in Helsinki for their internships,
whereas in total seven students from the health sector and the environmental
technology background stayed in Kouvoala. Seven trainees from aviation
technology gained experience in helicopter technology, too.

Turkey
At Kemal Atatürk Airport in Istanbul four of our students from aviation technology
passed an internship at Turkish Technic who maintain large commercial aircraft
engines used by Turkish Airlines. Supported by new partners in Manisa two
students could be placed in an internship in a hotel.

The Berufskolleg Alsdorf visited
Turkish Airlines at Atatürk Airport
in Istanbul where students were
maintaining airplanes
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Experiences and Outlook
To successfully execute work placements abroad demands great effort and
commitment from all stakeholders involved. However, our experiences show that
this effort pays off in many ways. The internships have to be evaluated as very
positive and we are pleased that our partners atested our students good knowledge in their field; an important precondition for professional mobility. All
students report very positively about their placements and emphasize that, in
addition to technical aspects, the social and linguistic challenges were particularly beneficial for their personal development. In light of these experiences
we feel assured and encouraged to further expand our activities for the internationalization of vocational education at the Berufskolleg Alsdorf. We want to
go on with these activities.

Contact

Berufskolleg Alsdorf
der StädteRegion Aachen
Heidweg
52477 Alsdorf
Phone: 0 24 04 / 5 79-10
Fax: 0 24 06 / 5 79-155
eMail: info@bk-alsdorf.de
www. bk-alsdorf.de
EU-Coordinator
Detlef Hansmann
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Europaschule Berufskolleg Herzogenrath,
Herzogenrath, StädteRegion Aachen

From Herzogenrath to Europe

Due to the direct location of the Berufskolleg Herzogenrath (BKH) at the Dutch
border and in the middle of the Euregio Maas-Rhein (EMR) it keeps up close
and long-term relationships to our Euregional neighbours. These contacts
anchor the European thinking not only in our school profile but also in the daily
school life. The BKH have an intensive cooperation and collaboration with the
Arcus College in Heerlen (NL), the ROC Leeuwenborgh in Maastricht (NL) and the
ZAWM in Eupen (BL). We offer projects in regular intervals in which the students
do have the opportunity to work on different issues, e.g. a decoration course in
Eupen. This course can be visited also by interested trainees in the retail sector.
Furthermore, the college is involved in several projects which aim at the
harmonization of the different VET-systems in the EMR.
However, we are not only engaged in the EMR! Our students shall be prepared
for the entire European labour market. Therefore, we offer different certificates
and additional qualifications:
+ EUREGIO competence certificate
+ ECDL-driving licence
+ TÖMER-language certificate
+ KMK-language certificate English, French, Dutch, Spanish on different levels
Around 40 students of the Upper Technical Vocational School gain daily working
experiences inThe Netherlands and Belgium within the EUREGIO competence programme. Especially students visiting the dual vocational courses do internships
in Ireland and the UK.
Moreover we organize regular exchange programmes with our partner schools
in Paris (FR), Srem (PL) and Antwerp (BL) to deal with different topics, as visisting the former concentration camp Auschwitz (PL) within the project „Gegen
das Vergessen“ (Against Forgetting). The students work out the German-Polish
history by visiting these sad locations and exchange their impressions with the
Polish students. Hopefully these activities will help the students to become
tolerant European citizens.

During their internships in Lüttich
(BE) the apprentices come to know
a different work situation
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Europe in Herzogenrath:
But Europe can not only be experienced in a professonal way!
Every year our school organizes a soccer tournament with the participation of
our partner schools. In this case we benefit again from our central location in
the EMR so that the partner schools from The Netherlands and Belgium onlyhave a short trip. This tournament is really enriching for our students as they
can get in touch with the Belgian and Dutch students in an informal way. The
hosting students from our VET school organize the tournament and offer international food so that the guests feel comfortable.
How great to host Europe in Herzogenrath!

Contact

Berufskolleg Herzogenrath der StädteRegion Aachen
Wirtschaft und Verwaltung
Bardenberger Straße 72
52134 Herzogenrath
Tel.: 0 24 06 / 9 99-10
Fax: 0 24 06 / 9 99-110
eMail: berufskolleg@bk-herzogenrath.de
www.bk-herzogenrath.de
EU-Coordinator
Christa Slooten
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Berufskolleg Simmerath/Stolberg, Simmerath,
StädteRegion Aachen

Training and Travelling! We don’t stand still…

Our Berufskolleg, a vocational college with about 2500 students, has been
Europaschule in North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW) since 2012. As a Europaschule our mission is to enhance intercultural learning processes
enabling people to develop empathy and tolerance through encounters with
people from different cultures. It offers a wide range of vocational training courses
and apprenticeships in different sectors, partly as full-time courses, partly as
twice-weekly courses in the framework of the German dual vocational training
system, in the fields of commerce and industry, natural sciences, social and
health care services, pre-school education, carpentry and wood construction, car
mechatronics and other crafts as well as further education courses for people
wishing to get a higher qualification such as a diploma or university degree in
marketing or logistics. At our college, learners can attend training courses with a
European and international orientation, tailored to both the individual
requirements of students and the needs of increasingly internationalised environments and labour markets:
+ European classes for social and health care and education
+ The profile class international business of the two-year commercial college 		
for business and administration,
+ The additional qualification European assistant in crafts integrated in the
apprenticeships of joiners and carpenters,
+ Further education courses for international marketing and logistics,
+ Training courses for car mechatronics and professional drivers in forwarding,
+ International support and orientation classes for refugees and young people
coming from war zones and conflict areas all over the world.
+ in international support groups for refugees and young people from war 		
and crisis areas from all over the world.
In the framework of these courses students can acquire internationally
recognized language qualifications and certificates (e.g. Supplementary
Language Qualification for Commercial Trainees in English, DELF scolaire or
DELF option professionnelle). Bilingual courses in Intercultural Competence
and Culture and Education and courses in which students can acquire and
develop other international skills and qualifications to prepare themselves for
a stay abroad, exchange projects and mutual visits for students and teachers
in Europe to get to know different education and training environments and
structures are integral parts of our international school programme and
philosophy. Since 2005, we have been working in the field of European
cross-border projects to offer our students the possibility to broaden their
horizons. We have been organising work placements for our students in almost
all training courses, e.g. in the framework of Erasmus+. In our current project,
„Training in Motion“, both students and teaching staff can discover and get to
know learning and teaching environments in Europe.

The Berufskolleg Simmerath/
Stolberg encourages students
as well as staff members to
benefit from European mobilities
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The main objective of our European and international cross-border projects is
to enhance the mobility of learners and teachers and to improve the quality of
vocational education and training by enlarging our learning and teaching environments. In 2015, in the framework of the programme 10% mobility strategy
organized by the EU-Geschäftsstelle der Bezirksregierung Köln (EU-GES) our
vocational college was officially honoured as one of the schools with the highest
number of mobilities in European projects. We are also proud to say that in September 2016, our vocational college was awarded with the Mobility Charter for
Vocational education and training by the National Agency for Europe of the
National Institute for Vocational Education and Training. (NABIBB).
This Charter is not only a reward for our long-standing organisation
of mobility projects but also an incentive to carry on in the
development of our internationalisation strategy. As we have established
partnerships with vocational schools in France, Great Britain, The Netherlands,
Spain, Italy, Austria and other countries there is a vivid exchange between
students and teaching staff. Last school year we welcomed students, teachers
and school management staff from our partner schools in Spain, France,
Turkey and Great Britain and gave them an insight into our regional vocational
education and training structures. During return visits, our students and staff
studied everyday life and school education in the partner country, prospected
possibilities for work placements and planned steps and forms of further
cooperation. We regularly welcome trainees in wood construction from our French
partner schools, Lycée Mansart (La Varenne, near Paris (FR)) and Lycée Yser
(Reims (FR)) for work placements in regional enterprises. The main guidelines
of our school programme are the following: We encourage students and
teaching staff to keep on moving, to stay open and curious towards what is
different to their familiar environments, to learn something new, to cross borders,
to get to know new structures and patterns, to leave their comfort zones
and familiar surroundings and to thus acquire skills which make them
self-confident and responsible individuals and enable them to adapt to and
live in rapidly changing and increasingly globalised environments. Tolerance, empathy and mutual understanding are skills which can of course not be
acquired by merely talking about them at school but only through real exchanges
and encounters. Our internationalisation strategy is therefore seen as a
chance to prepare people for life in a multicultural environment. To put it in a
nutshell: We aim to enhance openness towards and awareness of diversity in
internationalised environments and to live Europe.

Contact

Berufskolleg Simmerath/Stolberg
der StädteRegion Aachen
Am Obersteinfeld 8
52222 Stolberg
Phone: 0 24 02 / 95 12-0
Fax: 0 24 02 / 95 12-95
eMail: bk-simmerath@bk-simmerath-stolberg.de
www.bksimmerathstolberg.de
EU-Coordinators
Birgitta Hillemacher & Rolf Oebel
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Heinrich-Hertz-Europakolleg,
Bonn

Europe –
Focus of our School’s Profile

As a so-called Europaschule actively working with European partners is a vital
element of our philosophy. Various offers at Heinrich-Hertz-Europakolleg (HHEK)
aim at engaging students with European topics and creating an openness for
different countries, languages and cultures. In this way, we prepare them for life in a
united Europe. This commitment is apparent in the implementation and realisation
of guiding principles as a constituent part of our school life:
+ Apprentices from various branches gain insights into working and daily life in
European countries during work experiences abroad.
+ Joint projects of both students and teachers from the involved schools lead
to personal contacts and lasting cooperations.
+ The annual placement of a foreign language assistant and the regular
dealing with European contents in the classroom make the European idea
part of our daily work.
+ Bilingual subjects, additional language certificates and an extended offer to
learn foreign languages improve the language skills of our students.
+ The additional qualification European assistant in trade opens up
professional perspectives for apprentices.

Typically British? Typically German? –
European Identities in a Film Project
Since 2008 we have a successful cooperation with our British partner school,
the College of West Anglia in King’s Lynn (UK). Again, students from the
respective design departments are working together on a project during this
term. This time, they explore their own and others’ European identities by means
of a film. A group of 14 future designers will go on a journey to King’s Lynn, where
they will be working together with English students on the script, cinematic
realisation and professional completion of their film. Their fellow students in
Bonn (DE) will be involved in all project phases at all times. At the end of this
intercultural cooperation they will have created a short film which screens the
current multiple perspectives of young people in Europe.

French-German friendship on
the float of Heinrich-HertzEuropakolleg during the
carnival parade in Bonn.
Using a professional film camera,
German students are documenting
the formal opening of the CLICKBuilding – an international
innovation- and business centre in
downtown King’s Lynn, Norfolk
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Kabel und Kamelle
A big surprise was waiting for twelve electrician trainees from Paris (FR) after
they had arrived in Bonn for their first visit in Bonn. Before their internship in
their partners’ companies started they faced a couple of days of carnival celebrations. Together with their German hosts from HHEK and their teachers,
they learned all about carnival in the Rhine-area and became a part of the big
rose monday parade of the city of Bonn. Lots of candies were thrown from the
float of HHEK – a lasting memory for everyone. From the following tuesday
on our guests concentrated on their work in different companies. They enjoyed
learning about the German vocational system, the work itself and the warm
welcome of the training companies.
During the return visit to Paris, German apprentices were also combining work with culture and made lots of interesting experiences. Funded by the Franco-German Office (Deutsch-Französisches Sekretariat/DFS)
the plan is to continue the exchange with our partner, Lycée Louis Armand,
in the following year.

Contact

Heinrich-Hertz-Europakolleg der Bundesstadt Bonn
Berufskolleg mit beruflichem Gymnasium
Herseler Straße 1
53117 Bonn
Phone: 02 28 / 77 - 70 00
Fax: 02 28 / 77 - 70 10
eMail: verwaltung@hhek.bonn.de
www.hhek.bonn.de
EU-Coordinators
Nicola Becker & Stefanie Haarkamp
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Ludwig-Erhard-Berufskolleg,
Bonn

Inter-European Mobilities

The Ludwig-Erhard-Berufskolleg (LEB) gained valuable experience in European
mobility for their students in their first projects LEB Mobilities A and B of the
application round 2012. Because of the consistently positive feedback from our
trainees there was no question for us to submit a new project for the application
round 2015/17 of the new Erasmus+ programme. The project gives students
from four of our seven training areas the chance to enhance their international
skills. The largest group with fourteen trainees is sent to a reliable Turkish
partner organization. The group consists of medical or dental assistants who
work at a large hospital in Antalya (TR). The particular challenge in this case is to
prove themselves in a completely different health care system and in a different
linguistic context.
We will also send five carefully selected trainees of office management and
public administration to Brighton (UK) who will be placed at various regional
companies. We expect them to adapt to a new cultural environment and to
improve their language skills.
Our project also provides funding for internships within the training field of
language office assistants.
In this two-year course of in-school training for high school graduates a two-month
internship is a compulsory part of the educational programme. Since 2011 these
trainees have had the oppurtunity to find internships abroad within the framework
of EU projects like Leonardo da Vinci and Erasmus+ since 2014.
They are expected to improve their language skills in internationally oriented
companies in various industries. For their applications the students can refer to
a pool of partner institutions, which continuously expanded in terms of target
countries and participating industries. Students work in France, Belgium, Spain,
Malta, Ireland and Great Britain. For example, the company Caballeros in Jerez
de la Frontera (ES) has proven itself as a reliable partner. The trainees guide
domestic and foreign groups of visitors through the Bodega LUSTAU and explain
the history and the production process of sherry wine in three different languages.

Inter-European mobilities:
students exploring the secrets
of sherrywine in Jerez de la
Frontera. Others spending
their internship in Antalya
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Contact

Ludwig-Erhard-Berufskolleg Bonn
Kaufmännische Schule der Stadt Bonn
Kölnstr. 235
53117 Bonn
Phone 02 28 7 77-050
Fax: 02 28 7 77-054
eMail: leb.bonn@schulen-bonn.de
www.leb-bonn.de
EU-Coordinators
Antje Schulze Wischeler-Heep & Iris Grewe-Falke
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Robert-Wetzlar-Berufskolleg,
Bonn

RWB goes Europe

The Robert-Wetzlar-Berufskolleg (RWB) in Bonn (DE) participates in different
exchange programmes for vocational education and training in Europe.
We try to fulfill the benchmark of the German Government and of the
EU-Geschäftsstelle (EU-GES) namely to offer an internship abroad to at least
10% of all VET students. Since 2010 we already doubled the number of
mobilities in our VET college.

Erasmus+ Mobility Projects for Future Nursery School Teachers
and Students of Childcare Work
The students stay at an English daycare facility for children and get acquainted
with the local working conditions. During a visit of their teachers a proposal
for the children’s group is elaborated and implemented. The schedule is
compiled in English and in consultation with the local mentor. The proposal
is followed by a written reflection. The training sites have previously been
informed of the desired learning content. Interns prepare an extensive practice
portfolio which serves as a grading base for the internship. The training abroad is
recognized in Germany. Since 2012 pre-school and kindergarden teachers can
complete half of their probationary year in other European countries. Nearly all
participants were delighted by their experience abroad. The experiences gathered
abroad offer essential stimuli for the future application in Germany.

Apprentices in the Hotel and Catering Industry
Since 2006 apprentices complete internships in the hotel and catering industries
and visit other European countries. They are supported by various programmes:
Erasmus+, Franco-German Office (Deutsch-Französisches Sekretariat/DFS),
Saarbrücken (DE), and the Franco-German Youth Office (Deutsch-Französisches Jugendwerk/DFJW), Berlin (DE). For three weeks, they work as interns
e.g. at the Escoffier restaurant or at the diverse kitchens of our partner college
in Bournemouth (UK), and take part at the local subject teaching. With the
support and funding of the DFS currently we plan the seventh tandem exchange
with our French partner, the Lycée International Hôtelier Lille (L.I.H.L). Twelve
apprentices from Germany and France visit each other. After getting to know
each other, attending the tandem language classes and gaining insight into the
regional and cultural matters, the guests complete the remaining weeks in the
business of their German tandem partner in a hotel, restaurant or a kitchen.
All participants receive the Europass Mobility Certificate, a certification of

Euro-Catering:
Results to see, smell and taste
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the engagement abroad which ensures a valuable advantage for future job
applications. In 2016 an initiative for the expansion of the exchange activities
with Barcelona (ES) took place. Beginning in 2017 hotel specialists, restaurant
specialists and cooks are to gather professional experience abroad.

Vocational College of Social Education
Within the programme 100 Years First World War – 100 Projects for Peace in
Europe of the DFJW the first of three meetings on the topic Via Old Ditches
and New Friends Towards a Common Europe with 15 German and 15 French
participants took place. By addressing the conflict situations which led to the
first world war, options which guarantee and promote the peaceful co-existence
should be thought of. The special concept is designed to be applicable to groups
of various ages and educational backgrounds and to inspire its participants in
their future educational profession.

Euro-Catering:
Complimentary, Interactive Language Learning in Eleven Languages
The online offer is aimed specifically at apprentices and employees of the hotel
and catering industry to improve their specialized language knowledge, for
example for a stay abroad. Everybody can register free of charge and practice
professional gastronomy terminology during the preparation for an internship or
an employment at home or abroad (www.eurocatering.org).

Contact

Robert-Wetzlar-Berufskolleg der Stadt Bonn
Kölnstr. 229
53117 Bonn
Phone: 02 28 / 77 - 70 61, -70 60, - 70 67
Fax: 02 28 / 77 - 70 74
eMail: rwbkbuero@schulen-bonn.de
www.rwbk-bonn.de
EU-Coordinators
Sabine Bartsch & Katja Türk
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Berufskolleg Jülich, Berufsbildende Schule,
Jülich, Kreis Düren

Crossing Borders

Jülich (DE) is a town in the region of Aachen (DE), which is one of five regions
of the Euregio Maas-Rhein (EMR), a cross-border region including parts of
Germany, Belgium and The Netherlands. Numerous companies are interested in
employees having acquired knowledge of languages and experience abroad.
The Berufskolleg Jülich (BKJ) offers real and virtual exchanges with schools in
Belgium and Spain, organizing and mentoring of work placements abroad and
an additional qualification, the Euregio Competence. Thus the BKJ enables
apprentices and students of business studies and A-Level courses to prepare
themselves for jobs in an international environment.

The Additional Qualification Euregio Competence
Since 1994, Berufskolleg Jülich together with Forschungszentrum (Jülich
Research Centre) has been maintaining a trilateral cooperation for the training
of industrial mechanics with the Technisch Instituut Heilig Haart (TIHH) in
Hasselt (BE). This cooperation includes a multi-day inventor course, a plastics
course as well as visits to companies in Belgian-Limburg and its surroundings.
Besides, the three partners regularlyparticipate in international technology and
training competitions. Supported by the Forschungszentrum Jülich, the
additional qualification Euregio Competence was introduced in 2008 to
intensify this cooperation. Since 2011, graduates of the course for industrial
mechanics have been awarded Euregio Competence certificates and language
certificates by the KMK (Kultusministerkonferenz/KMK, Standing Conference
ofthe Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairsof the Länder of the Federal
Republic of Germany) The students of the specially established
Euregio Competence course of the Höhere Handelsschule (Higher Commercial
School) completetheir three-week Euregio Competence work placement
in various companies in Maastricht (NL). Students having opted
for this additional qualification have Dutch lessons every week during
the two-year course. The lessons focus on everyday situations and
customer contact. Moreover, lessons on politics and economics let them
become familiar with living and working conditions in the neighbouring
countries. After all, the Euregio is a potential labour market. The work
placement during the pre-Xmas season, which is supported by Erasmus+,
certainly is the highlight of the students’ time at BKJ. Most companies
offering placements come from the retail trade where there are
ample speaking opportunies, so that a fast improvement of language skills is
guaranteed.

The centrally located, elegant
department store De Bijenkorf,
joined the programme from
the very beginning
VET students at their partner
school in Sevilla

Experiences
Franziska Zensen, who completed
her placement at De Bijenkorf: „I
really enjoyed my work. I found that
the Dutch are so much friendlier
and more relaxed than the Germans.
Apart from the company, I very much
liked the town of Maastricht and in
particular its beautiful Xmas market.“

Vanessa Emmerich, also a placement student at De Bijenkorf, reports:
„During my work experience I was
surprised to see how open the
Dutch are and that they are all on a
first name basis, no matter whether
boss or co-worker, customer or shop
assistant. In The Netherlands the boss
doesn’t pull his rank but takes a very
active part in the work at hand.“

Mireille Rasking is a team manager
at the elegant department store De
Bijenkorf, a company that joined the
programme from the very beginning: „We like working with German
placement students The students
from Jülich are punctual and have
good manners. They integrate easily and show great dedication to the
work. Many Dutch students would be
well advised to follow their example.
Also next year, we will be happy to
offer the Jülich students an opportunity to spend a work placement with
us within the framework of Euregio
Competence“.
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Vocational Students from Jülich Gaining Work Experience in Andalusia
„I won’t ever forget this …“ – Those were the impressed words of a student who,
during the school year 2015/2016, completed a two-week work
placement in Spain organised by the department for automotive mechatronic
technicians of the BKJ. During his stay the student taught a Spanish apprentice
a number of tricks in the area of motor technology, which the latter
found both impressive and thrilling. Together with two other students,
he had an opportunity of a first-time work placement to learn about
the training conditions in Sevilla (ES). Supported by the programme Erasmus+
of the European Union, the students had first-hand contact with the
vocational training of automotive mechatronic technicians and the work
processes in motorcar repair shops in their Spanish host country. During
the period of two weeks, the group was accommodated in the town of our partner school Colegio Salesiano Trinidad (ES) and attended the school’s full-time
lessons for one week. In the second week, the group was at Andalcar,
a major car dealer in Sevilla, and performed work on current orders together
with the local employees. During their intensive time in Spain, the German
apprentices could gain considerable insight into the Spanish educational system,
the culture of their host country and above all the hospitality of their Spanish
colleagues. On account of this very positive experience, the BKJ will
offer this programme on a regular basis. In November 2016, a new group of now
six students set out for Sevilla.

Contact

Berufskolleg Jülich
Bongardstr. 15
52428 Jülich
Phone: 0 24 61 / 93 69-0
Fax: 0 24 61 / 93 69-79
eMail: info@berufskolleg-juelich.de
www.berufskolleg-juelich.de
EU-Coordinators
Katrin Salamon & Marcel Söns
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Thomas-Eßer-Berufskolleg, Euskirchen,
Kreis Euskirchen
Europe ? Yes, please !
¿ Europa ? ¡ Claro que sí !
L‘Europe ? Mais oui !

With this slogan in mind and with the help of the European programme Erasmus+
which supports lifelong learning, students of Thomas-Eßer-Berufskolleg (TEB) in
Euskirchen (DE) have completed internships with companies throughout Europe
since 2004. Some have collaborated with companies in Lisbon (PT), Istanbul (TR),
Vienna (AT) or Mallorca (ES). Others have benefitted from former partnerships
with companies in Liège (BE) and Jyväskylä (FI).
In spring 2017 another group of students will set out to do their internships in
companies across Europe. For the third time, five to six of these students will be
given the chance to share learning practice and work experience in Malaga (ES)
and improve their command of Spanish. The participants are students of the International Business Class, a special class which focuses on foreign languages:
students have a total of five English lessons per week (their first foreign language)
and five lessons of either Spanish or French (their second foreign language).

Experiences
Daniel (Internship 2016 in Frigiliana (ES)):
„Estar tres semanas de prácticas en el extranjero es una experencia única
e inolvidable.“
Christina (Internship 2014 in Frigiliana (ES))
„Looking back I can say that my internship was a real success! Relying on
oneself, and even more so in a foreign language one becomes more confident and open-minded. Natives as well as tourists are happy if you try to
speak their language. During my stay in Frigiliana I got so much positive
feedback that I will take the chance again to go abroad for another internship. The internship was really helpful to gain professional orientation. In
2015 I started my vocational training a tourism agent in the forestry office
of the national parc Eifel. And in 2017 I will have another oportunity to go
abroad for another internship of six to eight weeks. I already decided to return to Frigiliana again where I want to work on different marketing concepts
for national parc and environmenal protection in the nature park of Sierras
de Tejeda, Almijara y Alhama.“

Das Euregiokompetenz-Zertifikat
öffnet Türen für einen
späteren Arbeitsplatz in den
Partnerregionen
Students in the multi-media
based language lab of the
Thomas-Eßer-Berufskolleg
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The international business class has also been in close contact with its partnership school in Barcelona (ES). In their second year, students of the international
business class take part in a study visit to meet their fellow students in Barcelona,
exchange learning experience, enhance engagement and take part in joint projects.
Activities are planned by the students in Euskirchen and the students in Barcelona
alike and they take place in the college in Barcelona or right in the heart of the
city. Students communicate in English, Spanish or German. German students
are welcomed by their Spanish fellow students and are shown around the school
building – in German. Or they are given a tour of the old part of the city, the Barri
Gotic, – in English. Students also give presentations and lectures on current
political issues and events in the respective languages. This is a perfect way to
gain a greater appreciation of cultural diversity and global issues. TEB provides the
necessary resources to prepare these activities: students have access to 30 PC
workstations in a multimedia-based language resource center (LRC) with
access to digital audio and video, satellite TV and DVDs, computerassisted language learning software and internet access. For the students‘
use are interactive whiteboards to carry out internet searches and
interactive teaching materials. In the LRC students can improve their
listening and speaking skills. Authentic audio- as well as video-material, e.g.
podcasts, help to improve their performance in various job-related
situations in the respective language – an aim that has been set in the new
curriculum. LRC fosters autonomy in language students, whether studying
independently and/or attending courses. It offers tailor-made training sessions
that enable students to revise basic skills and focus on details which need to be
improved.

Contact

Thomas-Eßer-Berufskolleg des Kreises Euskirchen
Sekundarstufe II
Kommerner Str. 137
53879 Euskirchen
Phone: 0 22 51 / 9 57 08-0
Fax: 0 22 51 / 9 57 08-33
eMail: info@teb-eu.eu
www.teb-eu.eu
EU-Coordinators
Elisabeth Porzelt & Elgin Wellersheim
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Berufskolleg Ehrenfeld,
Köln

European and Intercultural

Modern media bridge oceans, continents and borders. Nevertheless, an open
and tolerant attitude towards other cultures can still not be taken for granted.
We experience this in discussions about migration, in increasingly nationalistic
attitudes, disadvantages for some members of society when looking for a job
or social marginalization in everyday life. At Berufskolleg Köln Ehrenfeld (BKE)
people from many different nations are working together constructively. Based
on this experience we aim to contribute to the understanding between people.
On the way to a more unified Europe we need an open attitude towards foreigners
and foreign concepts as well as a high amount of tolerance. Our students need
intercultural competences in order to be ready for the European job market. They
need well-grounded perspectives, positions and attitudes to enable them to
further develop our society. Therefore, the education and training of young people
in a European context is of high relevance to us. Our students and trainees
should have the chance to explore the European dimension of professional
early years’ education and youth work, of skilled crafts and trades as well as
of the catering and hotel business. Therefore, the European dimension at our
college strengthens our students’ professionality and thus their chances on the
European job market.

Reasons for our European Focus
Among the skilled crafts‘ and trades‘ professionals it was customary for trainees
to acquire their skills in different locations and contexts. We are convinced that
it is necessary to meet new challenges in an unknown environment for anyone
aiming at developing a cosmopolitan perspective. With a peaceful co-existence
in Europe in mind it is essential to accept different lifestyles and cultural
diversity, develop mutual respect and be skilled at communicating and cooperating with others. As an educational institution we work hard to improve the
quality of our programmes continuously.

Our European Projects
In 2002 a first highlight of our international work was achieved, when EUGeschäftsstelle (EU-GES) and several vocational colleges in Cologne, among
them BKE, signed a cooperation agreement with the Turkish town of Bursa
with the aim of developing a long-term cooperation with the Necatibey
Meslek Lisei. Since 2006 our students of the full-time sector (early years’
education and youth work) as well as our trainees in the catering and hotel
department have been doing internships in different European countries. They
received grants through the Leonardo da Vinci mobility programme for lifelong learning. In the year 2014 this was followed by the programme Erasmus+.

BKE cooperates with many
European partner organisations
to improve the quality of
vocational training
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Erasmus+ also provided opportunities for teachers to acquire experience
abroad. During the current schoolyear 2016/17 trainees pursuing careers in the
hotel, catering and food producing business have the chance to apply for an
internship abroad. Within the fulltime sector, students of our vocational
school pursuing a career as professional early years’ educators and youth
workers have the opportunity to apply for an internship abroad. The latter
benefit from our connections as a member of the network Contact-2103Coordination Européenne de MJC, youth clubs and youth associations. We are
providing a reliable cooperation with educational institutions and organizations caring for children and young people in 15 European countries. Thanks
to the support of Franco-German Youth Organization (DFJW) and FrancoGerman Office (DFS) we are able to organize regular German-French
exchange visits and training seminarswith the objective to learnwith and
from each other on a professional level. Mostly the vocational school
and the food producing department are involved inthose activities.
The trainees of the butcher and specialized shop assistant careers
benefit from an established cooperation with a vocational college in Lodz (PL),
supported by the German-Polish Youth Organization (DPJW). Another fulltime department organizes exchange visits in Krakau (PL) on a regular basis.
We received yearly recognition of our international work through the National
Agency Education for Europe at the Federal Institute of Vocational Education
(NABIBB), focusing on special engagement and good quality. Please find more
detailed information on our homepage.

Contact

Berufskolleg Ehrenfeld
Weinsbergstraße 72
50823 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 9 51 49-312
Fax: 02 21 / 9 51 49-313
eMail: info@bke-koeln.de
www.bke-koeln.de
EU-Coordinators
Bende Altinay & Andrea Weger
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Berufskolleg an der Lindenstraße,
Köln

Practical Training Abroad in
Hatfield and Rovaniemi

Since 2006 the Berufskolleg an der Lindenstraße für Wirtschaft und Verwaltung
(BKAL) in Cologne has executed the project German Apprentices‘ Training in Europe (GATE), which has been funded by the programme Erasmus+ Mobility. GATE
has enabled our vocational school students – mangement assistants in office
communications, management assistants in dialogue marketing, management
assistants in sports and fitness – to do a four-week internship in companies and
institutions in Hatfield, Hertfordshire (UK) as well as in Rovaniemi (FI). They are
supposed to do tasks appropriate to their training in English only. By the help
of this project our vocational college especially aims at students improvíng their
language competence in English as well as their intercultural competence. In the
following some of the 29 students who took part in the project during the school
year 2015/16 are reporting about their experiences:

Experiences
Jana Sauermann (trainee as management assistant in office communications): Internship at University of Hertfordshire in Hatfield
On May 9th, I travelled to England, to the county of Hertfordshire, situated
northeast of London, to start my work experience at the University of
Hertfordshire. Here I was working at the information point of the business
school. The daily contact with the students of many different nationalities
– they all have their own accent – was exciting. Especially I enjoyed my
colleagues‘ strong team spirit. As the atmosphere in the open-plan offices
was extremely friendly and the behaviour between employees and superiors was so friendly and relaxed, I felt warmly welcomed from the very first
day. Everyone is on first name terms, and what struck me was that in every
typical English conversation the terms “darling“, “dear“ and „lovely“ are
used at least once. I stayed at a host family in Hatfield. I enjoyed the time
with my host family very much; we had lots of fun together. At the weekends
we visited their extended family or I explored London with its great sights
on my own. I have definitely managed to improve my English by the daily
contact with my colleagues as well as by the daily small talk with my host
mother. I can definitely recommend such a stay abroad to everyone. I will
never forget this great time with all these new impressions I gathered and the
many new experiences I made.

Europe grows together –
i.a. by the successful introduction
of internships abroad at the
Berufskolleg an der Lindenstraße
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Experiences
Max Gersbeck, Kim da Silva and Christine Kromm
(trainees as management assistants in office communications):
Next stop: Rovaniemi – Our time as Interns in Finland
On October 5th, 2015 our adventure Finland began. With a stop in Helsinki the
three of us travelled to Rovaniemi, which is located 800km north of Helsinki. Rovaniemi is the capital of Lapland in northern Finland, close to the Arctic
Circle. Rovaniemi is the official hometown of Santa Claus, who has his own post
office in Santa Claus Village at the Arctic Circle. Of course we went there to
visit him. Since we had arrived very late, our supervisor immediately drove us
to our accommodation. We stayed in a dormitory for four weeks. The spacious site consisted of many bungalows, each housing seven students. On the
next day we started our daily work routine. As the Finns are very relaxed, our
work day usually never started before 9 a.m. Kim was working at Rovaniemi‘s
vocational college, helping with different projects. Max was doing his internship
at the information point in Santa Claus Village, and Christine was working at a
sports shop called Top Sport. We were meant to do our internships according to
the motto „Relax!“ and „Don’t hurry!“. At the weekends we explored the city’s
sights as well as the countryside. Unfortunately we had no snow but, nevertheless, the landscape was extremely beautiful. Owing to the cold clear weather we
managed to see some northern lights during the nights. It goes without saying
that we went to Santa Claus Village and visited Santa, his industrious elfs as well
as Huskey Park with its reindeer. On October 31st we returned to Düsseldorf,
it was bright sunshine and 20°C. Our winter jackets, woollen caps and gloves
were soon stowed away again. These items were absolutely necessay when
visiting Rovaniemi, though. Temperatures reach -40°C every year. We agree
that Finland is absolutely worth the trip!

Contact

Berufskolleg an der Lindenstraße
Lindenstraße 78
50674 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 92 16 89-0
Fax: 02 21 / 92 16 89 - 30
eMail: bk3.linden@schulen-koeln.de
www.bkal.de
EU-Coordinator
Jutta Nording
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Berufskolleg Südstadt,
Köln

We are Europe!

Being a vocational college, we endeavour to prepare our students for living and
working in a globalised world. Therefore, being able to communicate in at least
two European foreign languages plays a decisive role, even more so as a steadily
increasing number of our graduates will be applying for jobs abroad. Based on
European education and encounters, European learning leads to the formation
of European competences. With its focus on teaching foreign languages in all
educational programmes and on European orientation, our school is clearly
positioned in the locality of Cologne (DE). This takes for both, the full-time and
the dual educational programmes. European orientation implies competence
improvement in foreign languages, intercultural learning and mobility
and open-mindedness towards other countries. Certified as Europaschule
in North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW), we were able to strongly emphasize this
main focus of our college’s profile.
Already in 1990, students of the vocational course called State-Certified
Commercial Assistant for Foreign Languages started to successfully complete
internships in European countries. In the beginning, the focus was a stay in France
which resulted in two intensive, still existing contacts with partner schools in
Strasbourg (FR) and St. Etienne (FR). In 2015 another school in Calais (FR) became
our partner. Our students do not only complete their obligatory eight-week
internship but also attend classes of our French partner schools for another
three weeks. The same applies for the French trainees who spend their internship
in the region of Cologne. At the end of the respective stay, the participants
take an oral exam held by a binational examination board and receive a certificate
by the EU-Geschäftsstelle (EU-GES) and the rectorates of Lyon (FR)
and Strasbourg (FR) which testifies the acquisition of vocational and
intercultural knowledge as well as the level of their oral command of French or
German, respectively, according to CEFR. Moreover, the three-week participation
of French students in the commercial assistants’ classes allows simulating
contract initiations and negotiations with possible business partners within the
framework of role plays. Soon after students spent their internships in other
European countries with the result that for many years the Berufskolleg Südstadt
has been sending trainees to partner companies in Spain, especially on the Canary
Islands. Each year students spend their internship period in Malta due to long-term
contacts with Playmobil and the German-Maltese Chamber of Commerce. The
college is also cooperating with a travel agency in Cyprus.
The European College of Business and Management (ECBM) in London (UK) is a
very important partner of the Berufskolleg Südstadt. During their internship in
London, our students attend classes at the ECBM once a week which are
especially adapted to the needs and requirements of the future com-

The European College of
Business and Management
in London is one of the most
important partners of the
Berufskolleg Südstadt
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mercial assistants. Besides the cooperation with European partners, our
students search for suitable companies on their own which are willing to
offer an eight-week internship and, thus, went to Italy, Belgium, Poland,
Island, Switzerland, Greece, Turkey and Ireland in the past years. Since 2011/12,
internships abroad of the students of our commercial high school have also been
supported financially by means of the EU and have up to now taken place in
Cyprus, in Spain and Great Britain. Besides, it is of great value to us that the ECBM
itself as our partner in London offers internships to these pupils every year.
It is our goal to intensify the students’ mobility of the dual system classes. Since
2009, trainees of the dual educational courses of retailing, individual insurance
and personnel service providers have been carrying out a three-week internship
with European financial support. These trainees partly benefit from the possibility
of working in a foreign branch of their German enterprise.
Finally, study trips for students of all educational programmes to Brussels
(BE), the attendance of the London Fashion Week (UK) and the participation in
European workshops constitute an integral part of our annual planning.

Contact

Berufskolleg Südstadt
Zugweg 48
50677 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 34 02 63-0
Fax: 02 21 / 3 76 19 42
eMail: info@bksuedstadt.de
www.bksuedstadt.de
EU-Coordinator
Lydia Prokop
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Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg,
Köln

A Large Variety of
European Encounters and Mobilities

The Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg (EGB) is a commercial vocational college in
Cologne (DE) and a partner in the dual training system. Our students are future
office management assistants, assistant tax consultants and IT systems
management assistants. Providing qualified training in these professions is a
significant element of the profile of our school. In addition to this the EGB offers different types of secondary education including A levels. As a vocational
college in Cologne, we understand the necessity and importance of being able to
cooperate with people of different cultural backgrounds. Hence we try to make
the idea of a united Europe thrive. European learning leads via European
education and exchange to forming European competence. This applies to all
people involved in the educational process: teachers, students and trainees,
as well as training companies.
In the past few years, the EGB has successfully carried out various European
exchange programmes. These include Comenius projects with partner schools
in Belgium, Ireland, Lithuania and Spain. It is encouraging that we were granted another project in 2016, this time, with the previous participants and a
partner school in Finland.
Moreover, some teachers from other EU member countries have visited us, e.
g. a group of five Swedish teachers. We first met at the Microsoft Showcase
Schools Conference in Barcelona (ES). This resulted in a visit to Cologne and
a return visit with several trainees. In the spring of 2016 the first Swedish apprentices spent their work placements in some training companies of the EGB.
Likewise, our IT trainees had their work placements abroad in Sweden in May
2016. We are looking forward to many more exchange visits already scheduled.
In the autumn of 2016 a Spanish delegation was expected to take part in our
IT trainers’ day in order to contact the training companies of the EGB. Among
all partner countries the UK is the most popular destination.

Why not do Further Education Abroad?
Another possibility of European learning is further education. In summer 2016
one of our teachers was offered a grant by the Spanish embassy enabling her
to take part in a summer course on strategies of promoting writing skills and
giving marks in Spanish classes (Estrategias para la expresión escrita y su
evaluación en el aula de ELE at the Menéndez Pelayo International University
in Santander (ES)).

The Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg
persues the European ideal
with great enthusiasm
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The participants employed the methods recommended in their own writing activities. Learning by doing enabled them to experience all the advantages and disadvantages personally. The seminary was attended by participants from many
European countries. The participating Spanish teachers work in secondary
education and hence could provide deep and interesting insight into a variety
of approaches to language teaching at their schools.
Of course, on the one hand, mobility is not for free. Each project and each
work placement have to be prepared properly. A lot of time and energy has to
be invested, and still there may be some trouble and problems that have not
been thought of beforehand. But on the other hand, the deep impression left
on each of the participants is worth all our efforts.

Contact

Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg
Berufskolleg mit beruflichem Gymnasium
Modemannstraße 25
51065 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 9 69 58-0
Fax: 02 21 / 9 69 58-39
eMail: info@egb-koeln.de
www.egb-koeln.de
EU-Coordinators
Sigrid Kurz & Swenja Piepel
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Georg-Simon-Ohm-Berufskolleg,
Köln

Steps to Become European

The Georg-Simon-Ohm-Berufskolleg (GSO) in Cologne (DE) is specialized in IT and
media technology. Here we educate 2200 pupils and trainees; about 400 of them
receive full-time school education. In the course of various Erasmus+ projects
and other programmes with foreign partners we have made a lot of experiences
with the sending and hosting of students throughout the years.

Erasmus+ Vocational Education
In the department for IT assistants, the students need to accomplish an eightweek compulsory internship at the end of their second school year. About 30%
of the students used the opportunity of completing this internship in companies
abroad. Therefore, we are interested in partnerships with European companies,
e.g., astrafox in Warsaw (PL), Voss Automotive in Legnice (PL) or Vitocon
in Budapest (HU). In the department which prepares for A-levels and the
compulsory major in IT, scholars need to study French as a secondary language.
Many of these students accomplished their four-week internship in Marseille (FR).
In return, we organized internships for French students in Cologne. In the department which provides training to become an IT-specialist, 20 trainees complete four
weeks of their job training in IT companies in Malaga (ES) every year.

Erasmus+ Partnerships
In our Erasmus+ Project Blende-N-d Branding: we focus on the students‘ preparation for the international labour market, as well as, on their improvement of
foreign languages and digital literacy. Here the participating schools come from
Hungary, Estonia, Finland, and Turkey. While meeting with participating schools,
the students work on common and distinctive soft skills for the European labour
market, e.g. interviews are simulated. Here the main aim lies on the development
of a particular personal branding file which the student can use for his own application on the European labour market. The students should recognize the traces
they leave on the internet and put these to good use. In this project the communication among the students of all participating schools works particularly well. In
general it has been noticed that the English language skills, as well as, the digital
competence could be improved very much.

Erasmus+ and Other European Education Programmes
Since 2015 our school has been participating in the Erasmus+ programme for
teaching personnel and during the last year, four of our teachers attended an advanced
education course in English in the UK and other European countries. The participation in these courses did not only improve the participants’ language and intercultural
skills, this newly gained self-confidence in English added to the teachers’ willingness
to teach their subjects in bilingual German-English courses.

All trainees and students taking
part in mobility projects improve
their language skills
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Partnership and Exchange with Dijon
In our full time vocational school for video & audio production we are
maintaining a very productive exchange programme with the Lycée Privé Les
Arcades Dijon. This exchange is based on mutual annual projects between
a French and German class of our schools and always results in a video production on several subjects like e.g.: a corporate image video about the city of
Dijon (FR) to attract and inform tourists, advertising videos for shops and
restaurants in the city centre as well as interviews and informative talks at
Lycée Les Arcades to provide information about the educational programme
for future applicants. This year the exchange has been enlarged by ten students
from our high school section. They stayed in Dijon to attend classes and to take
part in an intensive cultural programme. This exchange will be continued.

German-Polish Youth Exchange
The GSO maintains an exchange programme belonging to the GermanPolish Youth Office (DPJW), with a technical college in Warsaw (PL). Every
year, about ten students of our school stay for one week in Warsaw and take
part in curricular and extracurricular activities with their Polish exchange
students. Afterwards we welcome our Polish partners here in Cologne for
one week. The most crucial point of this exchange is the continuous preoccupation with the German-Polish history – especially with our common past
in World War II.

Contact

Georg-Simon-Ohm-Berufskolleg
Westerwaldstr 92
51105 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 8 39 13 20
Fax: 02 21 / 8 39 13 28
eMail: buero@gso-koeln.de
www.gso-koeln.de

EU-Coordinators
Ingrid Kleine-Kracht & Jürgen Neubert
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Hans-Böckler-Berufskolleg,
Köln

Cross-National Network of Training on the Job

The Hans-Böckler-Berufskolleg is a vocational training college that has recently
worked on a cross-national network of vocational and on-the-job training via
European and world-wide school partnerships and exchange programmes.
In addition to the school partnership with Bursa (TR) 18-30 year old students
from the metal or electrical industry have the opportunity to take part in a
four-week internship in different foreign countries as part of various Erasmus+
projects. This helps them to expand their professional and personal skills and to
improve their foreign language ability while in contact with native speakers and
the culture of the host country.
The students should also gain new experiences abroad within the scope of their
apprenticeship. That’s why three times a year the HBBK sends a number of
students to Florence, Italy for a four-week internship to experience daily working
life in different manufacturing or industrial companies. This internship is supplemented with numerous sporting and cultural activities to enable the students to
gain a comprehensive insight into Italian life.
The foreign training period is divided into three modules:
Module 1 prepares the students for their temporary employment abroad.
They receive an extensive overview of the language and the geography of the
foreign country and, over two weekends, cross-cultural training in the professional
practice.
Module 2 focuses on the internship in Florence. The students are guided by the
skilled personnel of the partner organisation. The communication language is
English or – as far as possible - Italian. Students additionally have the possibility
to deepen their knowledge of Italian via specific on-site language courses.
Module 3 evaluates the internship during a Welcome Back Event to which
representatives of the training companies are also invited.
In cooperation with the programme Erasmus+ students and trainees have the
possibility to widen their personal horizon at three different dates per year. In
Florence (IT) the students get to know training-related content as well as the
dolce vita in various companies. Although Italian is often the only spoken
language, there are other ways to communicate even if the students do not
speak Italian. Main part of the internship is the newly learned expertise as well
as the confrontation with the Italian working conditions and way of life. Those
who once lived in Italy for a longer time find out that the Italians really enjoy their
dolce vita. Especially important to Italians are their families, friends, free-time
and good food.

Working together makes it easier
to get accustomed to new
surroundings in another country
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In almost all cases the atmosphere in the companies is pleasant and familiar.
The employees really try to integrate every new colleague. Thereby it common to
embrace each other and to invite the new employee for dinner. The students do
not only learn new skills but also get to know the working moral which attaches
high importance on care and quality. As well as in the case of food – the Italians
rather refrain of inferior goods than accepting substandard quality. Another
remarkable observation was that it is much easier for Italians to integrate breaks
in their daily work routine, to relax after work and to start motivated in the
next day.
After four weeks the internship was followed by wrap-up meetings even if it was
hard to get used to the German work life again. The internship and the experiences are discussed and evaluated. These reflections do make it evident who
was able to integrate the positive aspects of Italian working life in his daily work
routine in Germany.

Contact

Hans-Böckler-Berufskolleg
Eitorfer Str. 18/20
50679 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 2 21-9 11 45
Fax.: 02 21 / 2 21-9 11 10
eMail: hbbk@schulen-koeln.de
www.hbbk-koeln.de
EU-Coordinators
Dr. Karl Modemann & Michael Stolzenbach
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Richard-Riemerschmid-Berufskolleg,
Köln

One of the Best Experiences of my Life

Daring the step. Speaking foreign languages. Gathering new experience. Gaining
self-confidence. Finding new friends. Spending an unforgettable time in a
foreign country. The enthusiasm of the trainees who completed their
internship abroad is overwhelming. This enthusiasm is fuel for the RichardRiemerschmid-Berufskolleg (RRBK) to offer and realise mobility projects for
trainees.
Foreign activities have a long tradition at the RRBK. Initially only trainees
from the design assistants’ department had the possibility to spend time in
an internship abroad. Additionally Comenius projects were realised in the
painters’ and car painters’ departments. Thus 35 trainees from the various
departments (design, painting, visual marketing, interior decoration) could be
sent abroad for up to twelve weeks during the recent project phase. In addition seven painters’ apprentices and two students from vocational preparation
have taken part in a youth exchange among German and Polish youngsters in
Kreisau (PL).
Admittedly the RRBK has not been able to achieve the 10% goal of the
EU-Geschäftsstelle (EU-GES) yet but the RRBK is working hard to reach
this aim. The number of participants constantly rises. In return the
RRBK was able to welcome 37 trainees from Turkey, France, Finland,
Norway and Spain of a variety of educational institutions and to accompany
them during their internships in Cologne.
How to increase the number of mobilities? On the one hand the RRBK was able
to successfully expand its network within Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland,
The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Spain and Turkey. Further partnerships will
follow. On the other hand the EU-coordinators encourage trainees from the
design assistants’ department to search for an internship abroad
independently. Hereby many internships could be gained in addition to
the placements via the existing network.
However, quantity is not everything. The EU-coordinators are constantly
optimizing organisation- and planning-processes as well as the trainees’
preparation and follow-up. Especially the topic of intercultural preparation will
be further developed to improve the quality of the stay abroad.
Certainly the activities of the RRBK are not limited to the field of mobilities
for trainees. EU-level collaboration is also a very important part of school
development. Since September 2014 the RRBK has been a partner in an
Erasmus+ strategic partnership including five other vocational colleges in

Students as well as teachers
benefit of intercultural
European experiences
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Northern Europe with the goal to reduce the dropout rate from secondary
education. Within the framework of the Completing-Secondary-EducationProject (CSE) the RRBK examines promising methods, tools and approaches
to raise the students’ engagement, to identify trainees endangered of dropout in order to support them to complete of their apprenticeship, together
with the European partners. For the RRBK’s school development this project
plays an important role, since not only lessons and the in-house counselling of
trainees is enhanced but also the cooperation with partners and companies
will benefit. The project will end in August 2017.
In conclusion it is possible to state that the RRBK will benefit twice from the current Erasmus+ programmes: Not only the trainees from RRBK have the chance to grow by internships abroad but the RRBK itself faces the challenges and
makes use of cooperations within the EU to advance as modern educational
institution. It certainly is one of the best experiences in life.

Contact

Richard-Riemerschmid-Berufskolleg
Heinrichstr. 51
50676 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 22 19 19 70
Fax: 02 21 / 22 19 19 74
eMail: info@rrs-berufskolleg.de
www.rrs-berufskolleg.de
EU-Coordinators
Nina Danyel & Tom Rathmann
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Richard-Riemerschmid-Berufskolleg and
Berufskolleg Ulrepfort, Köln

Our Trip to Poland

Already in the years 2013 and 2015 apprentices and trainees of both schools visited the international youth meeting site in Kreisau (PL). The idea for this project
arose to commemorate the 100th birthday of Freya von Moltke in Cologne (2011).
It had been intended to attend the youth meeting once with a group of people that
would not normally be able to efford educational journeys of that kind: trainees and
apprentices of such classic craftsman trades like roofer, painter, varnisher and
glazier.
Kreisau gained famousness by the so called Kreisau Circle, a resistance
movement around Helmut James von Moltke and his wife Freya, née Deichmann, born in Cologne in 1911. In between 1940-1944 men and women met on
her estate in Kreisau who wanted to plan and shape a democratic Germany
where the dignity of every human would be respected. At that early stage these
members of the resistance already thought in European terms.
The spirit that lives on in these buildings still gives inspiration and arouses a
vivid and lively picture of history. Over a period of five days our students as
well as their Polish colleagues profited from that solemn atmosphere, gaining
memorable, intensive collective experiences which hopefully are beneficial for
the rest of their lives. Constantly the Polish an the German groups interacted,
thus reducing language barriers to a minimum. Additionally they all attended
courses to acquire intercultural competences. Last but not least everyone was
involved in practical projects to maintain and reconstruct the meeting centre. For example, they refurbished a corridor of the housing unit, painted window frames and repaired benches outdoor. Under these circumstances every
single participant became aware about how reconciliation and inner European
approach can be achieved on the background of shared craftsmanship.
Our objectives in brief:
+ reducing reservations and prejudices of trainees towards our Eastern
neighbour Poland and its citizens
+ acquiring information of German, Polish and European 20th century history
with regard to times of National Socialism
+ discussing and comprehending reasons and forms of political resistance
+ achieving reconciliation by means of collective handicraft activities
+ having an intense shared experience by living, eating, working and
celebrating together
+ gaining cross-cultural skills by using methods of intercultural
communication

European activities:
teams of both colleges at work
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In 2017, based on the success of the previous projects, we will continue to offer our
encounter trip and excursion to this historic place Kreisau to young people with
under-privileged educational backgrounds.
Our vocational colleges feel deeply committed to the – European – heritage of the
Kreisau Circle and the citizens of Cologne, Freya von Moltke and want to support
the mutual approach of the younger generations in Europe.

Contact

Berufskolleg Ulrepforte
Ulrichgasse 1-3
50678 Köln
Phone: 02 21/22 19 16 55
Fax: 02 21/22 19 16 53
eMail: info@berufskolleg-ulrepforte.de
www.bk-ulrepforte.de
EU-Coordinator
Anselm Gnoth
Richard-Riemerschmid-Berufskolleg
Heinrichstr. 51
50676 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 22 19 19 70
Fax: 02 21 / 22 19 19 74
eMail: info@rrs-berufskolleg.de
www.rrs-berufskolleg.de
EU-Coordinators
Nina Danyel & Tom Rathmann
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Werner-von-Siemens-Schule,
Köln

European Exchange:
Eight Years of Lifelong Learning

Programme Leonardo da Vinci
Eight years ago the Werner-von-Siemens-Schule (WvS) started its exchange
programme for German apprentices in cooperation with our foreign partners.
The programme is organized and coordinated by committed teachers and the
school administration assistant. First, it was supported by the EU under the
Leornardo da Vinci programme. On February 2nd/2016 – now within the
programme Erasmus+ – we applied for the eighth grant which was approved.
Our exchange activities have been very successful. From 2012 to 2016 we were
able to send 44 students and apprentices to do an internship of three weeks
in another European country. The participants did have the opportunity to
gain insights into foreign companies, and they were given the chance to get to
know the country, its people, and to make friends with other apprentices in the
respective countries. Thus, they were able to broaden their professional and
personal horizon.
At the same time, foreign students and apprentices took the opportunity to
do an internship at a company in the Cologne region. Just like their German
counterparts, they got to know both the German professional and cultural life.
Apart from finding workplaces and accommodation, we tried to to make our
guests understand our country and our region with a cultural programme. Some
of the participants lived with host families during their stay.
Of course, managing everyday situations is a particular challenge for all
participants, as well as getting by in professional situations, which has to be
done in a foreign language. Fortunately, the technical context, being the same
in every country, forms a common basis and makes communication easier.
Generally, the participants communicate with their colleagues in English, therefore good command of this language is essential. This is taken into account in
our preparatory courses, when our participants get some first cultural as well as
linguistic knowledge.
The destinations of our exchange programmes are France, Hungary, and
Finland. We have established close relationships to the participating schools
and companies in these countries, so exchanges can be organised unbureaucratically without difficulties. Each year, German apprentices take part in the
exchange programme to Caen in Normandy (FR) and vice versa. Our Finish
partners are located in Helsinki. In Hungary, our participating apprentices work
in companies in Budapest.

The EU team of Werner-vonSiemens-Schule are
introducing themselves
Language problems in the field
of technology can be overcome
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In 2013, we were also able to establish a cooperation with Lycee Polyvalent
Astier in Aubenas in southern France. Each year, two students of our course
electro-technical assistents have completed an internship in this region
since then. In the last two years during summer, two French students from
Aubenas visited us in return for a six-week internship.

Programme Erasmus+
We are glad that the EU continues to support our activities within the Erasmus+
programme. Due to our positive experience we applied for a renewal of our project
on March 14th/2014 and on February 2nd/2016. Both applications were approved,
enabling us to continue our exchange activities under Erasmus+ from 2014 to
2018. At the moment, we are also trying to expand our exchange activities to
Italy and Spain.

Contact

Werner-von-Siemens-Schule
Eitorfer Str. 18
50679 Köln
Phone: 02 21 / 221-9 18 00
Fax: 02 21 / 221-9 18 32
eMail: info@wvs-koeln.de
www.wvs-koeln.de
EU-Coordinator
Petra Hannappel
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Adolf-Kolping-Berufskolleg, Kerpen-Horrem,
Rhein-Erft-Kreis

International Key Qualifications
for Education and Career

Adolf-Kolping-Berufskolleg (AKBK)
Our vocational college is a technical vocational college offering a wide range
of part-time and full-time educational programmes in the occupational fields
of electronic engineering, information technology, supply engineering, car
mechatronics, and media technology. Moreover, we are offering a training
for technicians of building service engineering taking place in the facilities
of the Centre of Excellence for Renewable Energies of the Rhine-Erft District
that is attached to our school. Furthermore, we have obtained the certificate
Europaschule of North-Rhine Westfalia (NRW), European Mobility Charter
of the National Agency, and the 10%-Certificate of the EU-Geschäftsstelle
(EU-GES).
Learning and Working in Europe
For more than ten years we have realised many different international projects.
The core of our international activities are mobilities (Erasmus+) for trainees
in Spain, Portugal, Finland, France, and Great Britain. We have implemented
vocational exchange projects in the occupational fields of metalwork, electronic engineering, roofing, supply engineering (France), and design technology
(Czech Republic).

International Learning at our School
Our students are regularly and successfully taking part in European
competitions. The implementation of these learning situations in the curriculum of
the different educational programmes enhances the European competences of our
students and is boosting their willingness to take part in any kind of mobility. With
European project weeks and many different international workshops and events
we offer our students the opportunity to deepen their knowledge about working
and living abroad. Additional foreign language training and bilingual learning are
part of our European profile as well as the possibility to acquire international
certificates (e.g. ECDL, CIS-CO).

Further International Projects
Since 2016 together with other schools we have been conducting the KA2-project Vocational Education and Training in the Working World 4.0 (VET 4.0). This
project is coordinated by the EU-GES. The project aims at the development
of innovative learning modulesin the occupational fields of information
technology, electronic engineering, and mechatronics.

The Adolf-Kolping-Berufskolleg
offers internships in the fields of
media technology in Great
Britain as well as of building
service engeneering in France
Don‘t conceal your feelings . . .
winning poster of the European
photo competition
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Contact

Adolf-Kolping-Berufskolleg Kerpen
Europaschule und Berufliches Gymnasium
Ina-Seidel-Straße 11
50169 Kerpen-Horrem
Phone: 0 22 71 / 9 09 10
Fax: 0 22 73 / 6 94 30
eMail: info@akbk-horrem.de
www.akbk-horrem.de
EU-Coordinators
Johannes Klaas & Georg Mühle
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Goldenberg-Europakolleg, Hürth,
Rhein-Erft-Kreis

Vocational Training and Mobility

One School – Two Locations – Three Focus Points
The Goldenberg Europakolleg (GEK) of the Rhine-Erft District is a vocational college with full-time scholarly training courses aiming at the
Abitur or the Fachabitur (Speciallized Higher Education Entrance Qualification)
as well as the classic offer of a vocational college. The location Hürth (DE)
focuses on the professional fields of mechanical engineering and
design while chemical engineering is the focus at the Wesseling (DE) location.
The consistent alignment of our school to Europe allowed our college
to be the first commercial-technical vocational college of the Cologne
region that was certified as Europaschule in early 2010. We were
successfully re-certified as Europaschule in 2016 and received the
Erasmus+ Charta of the National Agency in Bonn. With a budget of ca. 125,000
Euros, we can provide the opportunity to travel to other European countries
and to gain practical work experience for approx. 100 pupils per year. We also
increasingly organize professional mobility in the field of adult education. Our
school project VET quality+, which is supposed to connect all our exchange
activities until 2020, opens up additional possibilities to our pupils. Within the
scope of a strategic partnership we carry out mutual projects and workshops
with our partners in Finland, The Netherlands and Spain. European education
is like a common thread visible in all aspects of school life at the Goldenberg
Europakolleg – ranging from series on the political system of the European
Union in social studies classes to bilingual modules such as mechatronics to the
extended offer of foreign language classes, which – depending on the course
of training – allow pupils to acquire external foreign language certificates.
Moreover, we take part in the European Competition within the scope of a
project week. The Café Europe, which was organized with the Europa Union, was
also very successful.

Go Europe
Learning within the exchange network formed and maintained by committed
colleagues of team Europe is the core aspect of our work for Europe. Since
2002, more than 700 pupils have completed corporate internships in eleven
European countries. During these internships abroad, which can take up to
three weeks, the students experience Europe directly with all senses – people,
mentalities, work, languge, food, culture. Often friendships and work relationships extending the internship period have been formed here.

Europass Mobility – the Decisive Element in any Job Interview
All students receive the Europass Mobility of the EU after participating in a
three-week internship in another European country, allowing them to prove
knowledge and skills that they acquired abroad. This will convince their future

During their internships abroad,
the students experience Europe
directly with all senses –
people, mentalities, work,
languge, food, culture.
Often friendships and work
relationships have been formed
extending the internship period

Experiences
Franziska Ludemann,
design technology assistant, travelled through New Zealand for one
year after passing her Abitur exam
as a participant of the work and travel programme:
“I’m proud that I found my way on
my own for a year in New Zealand.
With-out my positive experience with
the GEK in Finland, I would not have
dared take this step so quickly”.

Marc Prospero,
trainer at Ineos, Cologne:
“The internship cooperation with
GEK is a great opportunity for our
students. During their stay in Finland, the apprentices learn about the
various possibilities – and differences – you’ll find on a European continent that grows closer together and
in a globalised world. “
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employer of their willingness to open up to foreign cultures and to work abroad.
Companies – particularly those who maintain international trade relations – increasingly focus on the employability of their staff in global business.

The Rhine-Erft District – a European Business and Training Location
Being a vocational college, supporting the pupils of the dual system in the
professional fields of technology, design and chemistry in their international
mobility is a matter of great importance to us. We work in close cooperation with
companies of the industry, craft businesses and chambers of the region. The
GEK is proud to send an ever-increasing number of dual apprentices abroad.
More and more trainers become aware of the benefits of using the possibilities
of the global market.

Contact

Standort Hürth:
Maschinenbautechnik, Farbtechnik und Gestaltung, Fachschule für Technik
Duffesbachstraße 7
50354 Hürth
Phone: 0 22 33 / 9 42 25-0
Fax: 0 22 33 / 9 42 25-23
eMail: info@goldenberg-europakolleg.eu
www.goldenberg-europakolleg.eu
Standort Wesseling:
Naturwissenschaften, Chemie- und Umwelttechnik, Automatisierungstechnik
Gartenstraße 16
50389 Wesseling
Phone: 0 22 36 / 9 43 96-0
Fax: 0 22 36 / 9 43 96-19
eMail: wesseling@goldenberg-europakolleg.eu
www.goldenberg-berufskolleg.de
EU-Coordinators
Marina Kittler, Sabine Staiger-Pannes & Ingo Schlierbach
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Karl-Schiller-Berufskolleg, Brühl,
Rhein-Erft-Kreis

Finding a Job in Europe

YES Europe – Young People in Education and Studies Working in Europe
The Karl-Schiller-Berufskolleg (KSBK) is coordinator of the above mentioned
project YES. Six countries take part in this three-year lasting project (Austria,
Croatia, Norway, Romania, Turkey and Germany). The project aims at helping
students to find study and working options in Europe.
Nowadays in Europe more and more young people are looking for jobs after
finishing their education; economical structures are changing rapidly. Therefore, it
is important to offer the chance for an internship abroad to all students. There are
young people needed in many work fields all over Europe. However, the students
do not know how they can find a job outside their home country. They also do not
know how to find study options which will enable them to work in another European
country. During the project students will gain the necessary intercultural, methodical, linguistic and ICT competences. A course YES Europe will be implemented
at each school which focuses on intercultural learning and application processes.
Students will learn about the education system, housing situation, work situation
and study options in each country. Six transnational meetings with students and
teachers will be held in each participating country. The first meeting will be held
as a youth conference where students will determine their needs to finding study
and working options in Europe. Thereafter, the following topics will be dealt with:
+ Determining the individual professional domain, personal strengths and
weaknesses
+ Getting to know the companies‘ requirements in partner countries
(at least three company visits per country, interview HR-managers)
+ Understanding intercultural differences
+ Knowing about study/training options in the partner countries
(e.g. universities, job centers)
+ Finding job vacancies in other European countries, knowing about application
procedures and interview methods; organizing travel documents and work
permits; finding accomodation.
+ Improving English language skills
To deal with these topics the students and teachers will visit companies, meet
with universities, job centers and chambers of commerce to collect information
on the job and study market. At the end of the project a market of possibilities will
be held. All results will be published continuously via our website, the eTwinningwebsite, newspaper articles and a special YES Europe booklet.
A second project with other participating countries will follow:
http://www.yeseurope.net/

The project YES Europe is
supposed to prepare students and
apprentices for a successful future
at the European job market
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Contact

Karl-Schiller-Berufskolleg für Wirtschaft und Verwaltung
Europaschule des Rhein-Erft-Kreises in Brühl
Bonnstr. 200
50321 Brühl
Phone: 0 22 32 / 7 62-10
Fax: 0 22 32 / 7 62-122
eMail: sekretariat@ksbk.de
www.ksbk.de
EU-Koordinatoren
Martina Beckmann & Matthias Ohletz
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Nell-Breuning-Berufskolleg, Frechen,
Rhein-Erft-Kreis

Fit for Europe

In order to reinforce the European idea Nell-Breuning-Berufskolleg (NBB) in
Frechen offers its students interesting opportunities for international exchange,
development of intercultural competences and defining their individual professional
profile for a European job market.
Up to now, two Comenius-projects have been carried out in cooperation with I.E.S.
San José in Villanueva de la Serena (ES) (Der Übergang in den Beruf (2009-2011)
and Energiewirtschaft und Umsiedlungserfahrungen im Rhine-Erft District und
der Comarca Villanueva de la Serena (2012-2014)). A total of 40 full time students
worked out e.g. a trilingual dictionary as audio-book during a student exchange or
they dealt with their personal experiences with the impact of a growing individual
demand of energy.
A third project (KA2), First Steps Abroad (2017-2019), will be applied for with the
partner school from Villanueva.
A second basic pillar of the school’s European activities is the work experience
abroad, formerly supported by Leonardo da Vinci, now Erasmus+. In France we
cooperate with the Lycée Polyvalent Henri Vincenot in Louhans and the Lycée
Carnot in Bruay since 2009. A further Spanish partner school is the C.I.F.P. La
Laboral in Gijón since 2011. All partners organize the German students‘ stay and
supervision abroad and send their own students to the Rhine-Erft area for an
internship with the help of NBB. In England we have partnerships with
intermediaries in Brighton and Plymouth.
During the course 2015/16 and within the project Rap in Frechen – Rap in Istanbul,
financed by the Robert-Bosch-Foundation, a partnership with the Turkish grammar
school Vefa Lisesi from Istanbul was started. The cooperation is to be continued by
further common projects. Further new partnerships could be found in The Netherlands with vocational schools from Maastricht and Vianen, where common projects and meetings are organised specifically for classes from the dual vocational
training system.
A teachers‘ mobility at KSAO in Kouvola (FI) led to a first internship of a Finnish
student in the Rhine-Erft region; a concept for a further student exchange with
Kouvola is being worked out. A student exchange with EIC in Tourcoing (FR) near
the Belgian border completes the German-French activities.

European theoretical and
practicalstudying situations:
the so-called PolenMobil
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Cooperations with the foundations Mercator and Zeitbild (re:invent europe, Europa
Verstehen) or visits from the projects FranceMobil and PolenMobil lead to a deeper
understanding of Europe as well as regular participation at Europa macht Schule or
competitions like the European Competition.
Spanish language assistant teachers have been supporting our classes actively for
many years.
European simulations are an integral component of regular classes throughout
all the departments. Furthermore, we offer to our students examinations of
international language certificates (English, Spanish, French) and bilingual
courses in economy, law and politics for an improved presentation of their individual
professional profile.

Contact

Nell-Breuning-Berufskolleg
Kaufmännische Schule des Rhein-Erft-Kreises
Antoniusstr. 15
50226 Frechen
Phone: 0 22 34 / 93 49-0
Fax: 0 22 34 / 93 49-19
eMail: info@nbb-frechen.de
www.nbb-frechen.de
EU-Coordinators
Patrick Saulheimer & Angelika Rieber-Schulze
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Berufskolleg Bergisch Gladbach, Bergisch Gladbach,
Rheinisch-Bergischer Kreis
Kartenausdruck

On our Way to Internationalization –
Building and Maintaining Various Contacts

Getting to know Europe
e.g. during an internship in Spain.
Europe in Bergisch Gladbach:
colleagues from Terrassa (ES)
during their exchange visit

The Berufskolleg Bergisch Gladbach (BKBG) increases its international profile.
Participating in the MOVE5 programme of the EU-Geschäftsstelle (EU-GES),
many students gained international experiences. Especially students of our
Berufliches Gymnasium (Vocational High School) used the opportunity to
complete three to five weeks of professional practical training in other European
countries, like Finland or Spain. These internships offered insight into different early
childhood education systems to the participants.
The positive response and the promising results of our students encouraged us to
submit our first Erasmus+ application in 2015 – a challenging task! The work on
the application helped us to establish new contacts to early childhood education
and other educational facilities in Denmark and Spain which will broaden the
opportunities for our students. The approved application enables us to extend the
professional practical training and making it an integrated part of the curriculum for
class twelve in the Berufliches Gymnasium.
The completed THEME project marked another milestone on our way to
internationalization. Students from the dual vocational system participated in
internships at THEME partner institutions like Apro Formazione in Alba (IT). THEME
colleagues from Finland visited us to gain insight in our educational system and
gastronomical facilities in our region.
Starting this year a partnership with the Institut Monserrat Roig in Terrassa (ES)
close to Barcelona (ES) emerged. During
visit at this vocational school we
ca. 1our
: 2876
learned about the exchanges for our early childhood education students. In
November a return visit of the colleagues from Terrassa will be used to foster and
extend the new partnership.
Another component in the internationalization process of our vocational college
is the participation in the PASCH-Project of the Educational Exchange Service
(Pädagogischer Austauschdienst/PAD). In the course ofthis programme we will
welcome a teacher from Tunisia for a three-week stay. Improving the methods for
German lessons and teaching as well as the daily life in Germany will be in focus of
her visit.
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Contact

Berufskolleg
Bergisch Gladbach
Bensberger Straße 134 – 146
51469 Bergisch Gladbach
Tel: 0 22 02 / 2 50 10
Fax: 0 22 02 / 2 50-116
eMail: info@bkgl.de
www.bkgl.de
EU-Coordinators
Christine Hartmann-Batz & Gesine Hillmann-Schmitt
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Carl-Reuther-Berufskolleg, Hennef,
Rhein-Sieg-Kreis

Intercultural Experience
in Vocational Training

Carl Reuther: Tradition and Modernity
As a technical vocational college the Carl-Reuther-Berufskolleg (CRBK) in
Hennef teaches around 2.700 students in more than 50 curricular fields. Our
teaching staff consists of approximately 100 persons. Founded more than 100
years ago by an industrialist Carl Reuther in Hennef whose aim was to offer
vocational training to his apprentices. our college has a long tradition of
promoting vocational education, with special focus on combining
theoretical and practicaltraining. We put emphasis on career guidance, initial
vocational training and further education.

Carl Reuther: Mobile in Europe
Modern education supports intercultural competence. Therefore, the college
puts one of its emphases on improving the students’ foreign language skills and
encouraging mobility of students and teachers. Since 2000 we have offered
the certification of the English language for apprentices according to the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. Since 2006 we have
participated in projects promoted by the European Commission‘s Lifelong
Learning Programmes Leonardo da Vinci and Erasmus+. Students in the
areas of electrical engineering, metal engineering, information and
telecommunication technologies (ICT), civil engineering, carpentry, wood
engineering, painting and decorating, as well as catering and domestic science
have participated. Also, teams of our teachers have improved their English
skills thanks to a mobility project. Currently, our partner colleges are located in
Denmark, Finland, the UK, Italy and Spain.

Carl Reuther: Host for Partners from Abroad
The town of Hennef has about 45.000 inhabitants and is situated in the RheinSieg District which has a population of 600.000. Thus, it is one of the most
populated districts in Germany, with both urban and rural areas. Hennef is one
of the county‘s 19 towns and offers an excellent connection to the motorway
and railway network. The distance to the Cologne/Bonn airport is only 25km.
The region offers great opportunities for leisure activities. Excursions to Cologne, Bonn (the former capital of Germany) and Siegburg with cultural attractions
are just a few examples of popular places to visit. The area allows for sports
activities of various kinds such as canoeing and hiking. Due to the prospering
economy it is possible to organize placements for students from abroad to gain
working experience at a company or institution in a foreign country.

By taking part in EU exchange
programmes the CRBK is able
to offer to its students qualified
internships throughout Europe
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Contact

Carl-Reuther-Berufskolleg des Rhein-Sieg-Kreises in Hennef
Fritz-Jacobi-Str. 20
53773 Hennef
Phone: 0 22 42 / 91 36 5 - 0
Fax: 0 22 42 / 91 36 5 - 444
eMail: info@bk-hennef.de
www.bk-hennef.de
EU-Coordinators
Matthias Ecke & Maike Kutschera
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Georg-Kerschensteiner-Berufskolleg, Troisdorf,
Rhein-Sieg-Kreis

Vocational Competence
through European Mobility

Individual Mobilities for Childcare Professionals
Since 2010 we have provided opportunities for early childhood practitioners
to do a part of the practical units of their training course abroad. English being
taught as a school subject, the language barrier is relatively low. That is why
London (UK) and Dublin (IE) have been so popular with our students. As for
the funding we were lucky to participate in the project MOVE coordinated by
the EU-Geschäftsstelle (EU-GES) in previous years. As our Erasmus+ application this year was successful, we will now be able to offer more places for
European internships to our students.

School Partnership with a Danish Vocational Training Centre
April 2016 was the first time that we sent eight future car mechanics to an
exchange internship to our Danish partner school MERCANTEC in Viborg. The
two-week mobility comprises practical work experience in a Danish company
in Viborg as well as taking part in the theoretical lessons of an international
class for motor mechanics where e.g. young Romanians and Lithuanians are
given some basic technical training. This was particularly interesting for our
students as English was spoken during the lessons. This also enabled the
accompanying teacher, Mr. Großheim, to do some team-teaching in English
together with his Danish colleague Mr. Svend. What an exciting new
experience! Due to this positive outcome we have planned further mobilities
in the coming years – for learners and staff.

Strategic Partnership (Erasmus+ KA2)
From school year 2016 onwards we will also work with schools in Hungary,
Bulgaria and Turkey on a joint project within the scope of a strategic partnership. The project entitled Prejudice Conscience – Diversity and Empowerment, with our school being the coordinating partner, is about dealing with
prejudice, promoting a positive outlook on diversity at school and in society in
general and empowering young people who have experienced discrimination.
There could hardly be a project of more current interest! To make our students
internalize the concepts of plurality and diversity from the very beginning, we
work with students from different courses involving students from the FE
college for health and social care as well as students from our international
special needs classes for refugees.

Snapshots of different
internships abroad

Erfahrungen
Esther Vennemann and
Christina Jödden:
„The internship abroad offered the
chance to get to know the kindergarten routine in another country. It
was a great experience and we advice everybody to take this opportunity.“

Magdalena Adolf:
„Not only that I speak English much
better now - I came to know another
town, another country and I gained
experiences which I will always remember.“

Charline Bartel:
„I really enjoyed it and I can only
advice everybody being interested
in an internship abroad to just do it!“
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We are very much looking forward to getting to know more about the experience made by the schools in our partner countries, to exchange ideas with the
local colleagues and pupils and to create new ways of dealing with diversity.

Contact

Georg-Kerschensteiner-Berufskolleg des Rhein-Sieg-Kreises
Kerschensteinerstr. 4
53844 Troisdorf
Phone 0 22 41- 9 64 10
Fax: 0 22 41- 9 64 13 13
eMail: berufskolleg-troisdorf@t-online.de
www.berufskolleg-troisdorf.de
EU-Coordinators
Sadife Akça-Yücesoy & Ursula Prinz
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Glasfachschule Rheinbach, Rheinbach,
Rhein-Sieg-Kreis

Experience Europe!

Europe live ...was our focus of education at the Staatliche Glasfachschule
Rheinbach (DE) for years. Dealing with European topics and institutions
has always been an integrative part of lessons in each department of our
vocational college.
This year again 42 students and trainees had the chance – together with their
teachers – to visit the European Parliament in Brussels (BE) and to discuss with
its members. They experienced European politics in reality and discussed with
Member of the European Parliament (MEP) Mr Axel Voss about Brexit and the
latest media policy of the European Union.
Furthermore the trainees of the glass department took part in a role play of
the CIVIV-Institute focusing on flight and refugees. It was the students‘ task
to negotiate on an agreement of distributing the refugees in all countries
of the European Union. Thus they got to know the different positions of the
European countries and the MEPs. They found out during their role play that
European laws and political negotiations can only be successful if everybody is
willing to compromise.
Yet, the visit of the European Parliament and the participation in the role play
of the CIVIV-Institute are only two of numerous international activities and
projects of the Staatliche Glasfachschule Rheinbach, which was awarded
the title Europaschule in 2014.
For years students and trainees of all departments have been able to spend a
part of their training in Kamenicky Senov (CR), in Paris (FR), Barcelona (ES) or
Broadstairs (UK). They are used to take part in international competitions and
exhibit their pieces of art in European exhibitions.
All activities and exchanges were sponsored by the programme Erasmus+ of
the European Union, by the Franco-German Office (Deutsch-Französisches
Sekretariat/DFS) in Saarbrücken (DE) and the EU-Geschäftsstelle (EU-GES).

MEP Axel Voss receives students of
the vocational college Rheinbach
in Brussels
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Contact

Staatliches Berufskolleg Glas Keramik Gestaltung des Landes NRW
Zu den Fichten 19
53359 Rheinbach
Phone: 0 22 26 / 92 20-0
Fax: 0 22 26 / 92 20 20
eMail: gfs@glasfachschule.de
www.bkrheinbach.de
EU-Coordinator
Ursula auf der Mauer
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EU-Geschäftsstelle Wirtschaft und Berufsbildung
der Bezirksregierung Köln

Current Projects

The EU-GES is actively promoting
mobility projects and strategic
partnerships with the
financial support of the
programme Erasmus+

In the THEME project (Transfer of ECVET Instruments into the Fields of Trade,
Hospitality, Electronics/Electrical Engineering and Mechatronics) a database
has been developed (smart.theme-eu.net) which supports teachers and trainers to organize mobilities and to assure their quality. On the basis of existing
competence matrices in the sectors trade, hospitality, electronics and mechatronics learning outcomes have been formulated and put in the database. It
can generate learning agreements, assessments templates and the Europass
mobility. The agreements on learning outcomes during the internships, their
assessment and the organization of the internships are facilitated. Moreover
transparency between different VET systems increases, assessment methods
are adapted and the recognition of internships will be improved. Thus, an increase of European VET mobility will be facilitated and the ECVET process will be
supported.

iMOVE (Innovation for Mobility in VET) is a network in order to support
mobility and to make it sustainable. Regional consortia develop an infrastructure
for the coordination and management of mobilities. Companies offer places for
internships on a database and VET colleges and VET students can search places
on it. At the same time networking between the involved regions will improve.
Thus sustainable structures are built which do not depend on the engagement
of few persons and VET mobility becomes easier. Institutions from Bologna,
Manchester, Barcelona, Gothenburg, Hamburg, The Hague and Cologne are
partners in this network.

Vocational Education and Training in the Working World 4.0 (VET 4.0) –
Berufsbildung in der Arbeitswelt 4.0: The 4th industrial revolution involves
changes in the working world and in VET as well. The aim of the project is to
describe the required new qualifications in VET in order to prepare VET teachers
and trainers for future oriented teaching and training. It is planned exemplarily
to develop training modules for teachers, trainers and students in the sectors
electronics, IT, mechatronics and production technology which prepare to cope
with the new challenges in the working world. Networking and interconnected
learning and teaching are in the focus because internetworking is a characteristic of industry 4.0.

VET4.0
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The project Move on picks up the successful previous projects Move 1 to 5. Also
in future we will support VET colleges by offering internships to as many students as possible. A new key aspect is mobilitiy for VET teachers and trainers in
order to ensure quality and continuity of mobility.

Coach to Europe is a service of EU-Geschäftsstelle (EU-GES) for all VET colleges in the region. The teachers are advised in their VET colleges how to improve
and possibly increase their European activities. In addition, we organized seminaries with VET colleges in Catalonia and Italy on which a direct exchange with
the teachers there took place. This was a starting point for future cooperation
and VET students’ exchange.

Contact

EU-Geschäftsstelle Wirtschaft und Berufsbildung
der Bezirksregierung Köln, Deutschland
(European Agency for Vocational Education and Training
of the Cologne Government Regional Office, Germany)
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EU-Geschäftsstelle Wirtschaft und Berufsbildung
der Bezirksregierung Köln

Participating Colleges

Berufskolleg für Wirtschaft und Verwaltung, Aachen
District of Aachen
Berufskolleg für Gestaltung und Technik, Aachen
Käthe-Kollwitz-Schule, Aachen
Mies-van-der-Rohe-Schule, Aachen
Paul-Julius-Reuter-Berufskolleg, Aachen
Berufskolleg Alsdorf, Alsdorf
Europaschule Berufskolleg Herzogenrath, Herzogenrath
Berufskolleg Simmerath/Stolberg, Simmerath
Heinrich-Hertz-Europakolleg
Ludwig-Erhard-Berufskolleg
Robert-Wetzlar-Berufskolleg

City of Bonn

Berufskolleg für Technik, Düren
Berufskolleg Jülich, Berufsbildende Schule

District of Düren

Thomas-Eßer-Berufskolleg, Euskirchen

District of Euskirchen

Berufskolleg Ehrenfeld
Berufskolleg an der Lindenstraße
Berufskolleg Südstadt
Erich-Gutenberg-Berufskolleg
Georg-Simon-Ohm-Berufskolleg
Hans-Böckler-Berufskolleg
Richard-Riemerschmid-Berufskolleg
Berufskolleg Ulrepforte
Werner-von-Siemens-Schule

City of Köln

Adolf-Kolping-Berufskolleg, Kerpen-Horrem
Goldenberg-Europakolleg, Hürth
Karl-Schiller-Berufskolleg, Brühl
Nell-Breuning-Berufskolleg, Frechen

Rhine-Erft District

Berufskolleg Bergisch Gladbach, Bergisch Gladbach

Rheinisch-Bergischer District

Carl-Reuther-Berufskolleg, Hennef
Georg-Kerschensteiner-Berufskolleg, Troisdorf
Glasfachschule Rheinbach, Rheinbach

Rhine-Sieg District
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EU-Geschäftsstelle Wirtschaft und Berufsbildung
der Bezirksregierung Köln

. . . We are Here to Help You!

Already since 1996 within all five regional governments of North-Rhine
Westphalia exist EU-Geschäftsstellen. Their task is to support VET colleges by
implementing mobilities and by finding adequate funding programmes. The
EU-Geschäftsstelle der Bezirksregierung Köln (European Agency for Vocational
Education and Training of the Cologne Government Regional Office/EU-GES) is
responsible for in total 78 VET colleges in the region. In our team VET college
teachers from different sectors are cooperating. They are delegated part-time
from their colleges.
We offer support to VET colleges as well as to training companies:
+ Information on funding resources (e.g. Erasmus+)
+ Information about funding in the framework of the ESF programme and the
linked regional projects
+ Support to find European project partners
+ Support by choosing, planning, implementing and evaluating EU projects
+ Management support by the implementation and evaluation of innovative
projects
+ Documentation, dissemination and transfer of results by multiplier events
and publications
+ Organisation of VET students’ and VET teachers’ mobilities (e.g. Move on)
+ Development of innovative transnational tools in VET (e.g. IT:BSE, THEME,
VET 4.0)
+ Development and coordination of networks (e.g. Avancer ensemble, iMove)
+ Organization of meetings in order to establish contact to other European VET
institutions.
Once or twice a year we invite to workshops and training sessions. If you need
individual advice we will be obliged to help you. Just give us a call. You will find
contact information on page 5 of this brochure.
Do not hesitate – call us – we are looking forward to you.

Yours

Hartmut Müller
Head of the European Agency for Vocational Education and Training of the
Cologne Government Regional Office
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Sind Sie daran interessiert, mehr über die Arbeit der Bezirksregierung Köln zu
erfahren? Wir senden Ihnen gerne weiteres Informationsmaterial zu - rufen Sie
uns an oder schicken Sie uns eine eMail:
Öffentlichkeitsarbeit
Phonefon 0221/147-4362
oeffentlichkeitsarbeit@brk.nrw.de
Pressestelle
Phonefon 0221/147-2147
pressestelle@brk.nrw.de

Gedruckt auf Papier aus nachhaltiger Waldwirtschaft.
Die Bezirksregierung Köln legt Wert auf den verantwortungsvollen
Umgang mit dem Rohstoff Holz. Der Einsatz von entsprechenden
Papieren gibt der Bezirksregierung Köln die Möglichkeit, Verantwortung
zu übernehmen und ihr diesbezügliches Engagement sichtbar zu machen.
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Bezirksregierung Köln
Zeughausstraße 2-10
50667 Köln
Telefon 0221/147-0
Fax 0221/147-3185
eMail poststelle@brk.nrw.de
www.brk.nrw.de

